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Abstract
The writer worked with representatives from Iowa State University, McAninch
Corporation, Ziegler Caterpillar, and other organizations to develop advanced grade
control classes at Iowa State University.

Since these classes were the first known

offerings of their kind, qualitative interviews were conducted to identify appropriate
course curricula, ed ucationa I outcomes,

ed ucationa I objectives,

assignments, reading assignments, and quizzes.

homework

Educational outcomes and

objectives were generated to expedite the process of becoming an advanced grade
control specialist. These outcomes and objectives were helpful when determining
course material, topics, and structure.
Qualitative and quantitative surveys were administered after each course to
evaluate course success and determine areas for improvement in future offerings.
Furthermore, recommendations were developed for including advanced grade
control in existing undergraduate courses.
In addition, it was recognized that little academic information exists relating
to file conversion for advanced grade control.

As a result, a discussion of file

conversion is included to enhance the reader's understanding of this process.
Attributes of various design files are discussed to help employees better anticipate
time requirements for file conversion and help designers realize the benefits of
sharing electronic files.

To further increase comprehension, the reader is lead

through a file conversion case study on a site development project in Iowa.
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Chapter I: General Introduction
1.1

Background
Many grading and excavation contractors are outfitting their equipment fleets

with advanced grade control systems. These grade control systems uti I ize laser and
global positioning system (GPS) technologies to determine the depth of cut and fill
at any location by comparing proposed elevation to the elevation at the machine's
cutting edge. Depending on the system, the machine can automatically adjust to
proposed elevation or the operator can manually lower and raise the machine°s
cutting edge to reach desired grade.
According to Mark Nichols, the general manager of the Caterpillar/Trimble
joint venture, advances in these technologies have decreased costs in the
earthmoving and preparation phases between 15 and 30% on road projects (Zeyher
2002). Many of the reduced costs result from decreased survey and grade checking
requirements. By using GPS machine control technology, operators do not have to
wait on grade stakes, which eliminates downtime and allows a faster job cycle. By
decreasing project durations, equipment can be utilized on more projects each year
and overall company revenue can be increased with minor investments in labor and
equipment.
Since GPS machine control systems use a complete three dimensional model
of the project, cut and fill values can be obtained at any location on a site. This has

obvious advantages over traditional methods. "It is impossible to supply enough
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survey stakes to convey the same resolution that was in the original design" (~~3D
GPS" 2002). Through the use of GPS machine control systems, the resolution of the
original design can be maintained.
After creating the three dimensional machine control file, contractors can
simulate driving the jobsite. This process allows the contractor to identify problem
areas in the original design, which reduces rework, requests for information and
potential change orders. The final result is savings for both the contractor and
owner. By using advanced grade control systems and three dimensional modeling,
errors can be prevented and the final accuracy can be dramatically improved.
Most GPS excavation systems have an accuracy of 0.1 feet. This accuracy is
excellent for rough excavation, but more accurate methods are available for critical
items such as placing subbase in roadway operations. Laser based systems have an
accuracy of 0.02 to 0.03 feet and can increase productivity by up to 50% when
compared to traditional methods ("BladePro" 2005) like stakes, hubs, and stringlines
while saving material because of increased accuracy. Investing in advanced grade
control technologies resuIts in decreased labor, equipment, and materiaI costs.
Some benefits of GPS and laser based technology are shown in Table 1 on the
following page. The information in Table 1 was gathered from "Design Practices to
Facilitate Construction Automation" by the Construction Industry Institute and lists
'example productivity improvements that have been realized" (~~Design" 2004).
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Table 1: Typical Advanced Grade Control Benefits
When automated
Productivity
Automated
Technology

when

technology is used
Set-up and
breakdown

Productivity

technology not
used

Agtek Graphic

1.5 hrs.

300 cy/hr

200 cy/hr

Grade 3D

25 min.

80 tons/hr

60 tons/hr

1.5 hrs.

300 cy/hr

200 cy/hr

Topcon Depth
Master
Laser Grade
(EDM)
Blade Pro
Grading System

--

1 day

1 worker
less

1 worker more

3/4 mile x

1/2 mile x 60

60 ft.

ft.

("Design" 2004)
Currently, contractors are investing in advanced grade control technology to
reduce costs and increase profits. However, in the future, advanced grade control
technology will likely become a necessity on large projects as other contractors
further integrate the technology into their equipment fleets.
In addition, "Automatic machine control is being written into the
specifications for some federal and state highway projects because agencies want
faster completion and better tolerances" (Zeyher 2002). Contractors who do not
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invest in these systems not only run the risk of falling behind and losing competitive
advantages, but they also run a risk of not being eligible to bid on certain projects.
Global positioning and laser based technology have made a substantial
impact on construction over last few years.

Through the use of advanced grade

control technology, productivity has increased while survey costs have decreased.
In light of these economic advantages, contractors have heavily invested in
advanced grade control systems.
1.2

Thesis Organization
The benefits of GPS technology and automation in earthmoving are discussed

in Chapter 1.

Recognizing the benefits and future of advanced grade control

technology, Iowa State University offered two classes during the spring of 2006.
Chapter 2 describes these classes, the development process, and lessons learned.
In addition to the classes, it was recognized that little academic information
exists relating to machine control file conversion.

Chapter 3 explains the file

conversion process and characteristics of various design files.
Chapter 4 contains a discussion of results and summarizes the importance of
the findings in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
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Chapter ii: An Advanced Grade Control Systems Class
2.1

Introduction

x.1.1 Problem Statement
Recognizing the future and importance of advanced grade control technology
in construction, the Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering department at
Iowa State University has decided to offer classes on advanced grade control
systems. The classes, CE 594E and CE 594F, will introduce Civil and Construction
Engineers to machine control file creation, applications, and troubleshooting. In
addition, the classes will provide domain knowledge that is important for those
managing projects involving grade control. This knowledge will also make students
more attractive for entry level positions in the industry.
Since these classes will be the first known offerings of their kind, no
information exists regarding class formatting, topics, or curricula. In order to ensure
the success of participants enrolled in the class, research should be conducted to
identify information necessary to expedite the process of becoming a GPS specialist.
Furthermore, additionaI research shouId be conducted on how to educate engineers
who are not directly involved in GPS machine control, but manage construction
processes that involve machine control. Research findings can then be incorporated
into improved versions of CE 594E and CE 594E as well as other coursework.
In addition to educating participants on current technology; areas for

improvement and advancement in GPS technology will be identified.

By
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researching, identifying, and educating engineers on these issues; advances in GPS
machine control can be initiated.
2.1.2 Research Objectives
The purpose of this study is to provide information to the engineering
community on various machine control applications.

Furthermore, the study will

identify domain knowledge necessary to .expedite the process of becoming a GPS
and machine control specialist. The research can be broken down into the following
areas:
~. Identify information necessary to expedite the process of becoming a grade
control speciaIist
Z. Develop educational objectives that could be applied to a variety of
educational delivery systems
3. Develop a table of educational outcomes to evaluate educational delivery
success
~. Evaluate educational delivery success for an initial offering of the course
~. Provide recommendations for future grade control education
~. Provide recommendations for implementation into existing education systems
2.1.3 Research Approach
The list on the following page describes the research required to accomplish
each of the objectives set forth in section 1.3:
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1. A literature review was conducted to identify existing material relating to
grade control applications and training. Sources such as the State Library of
Iowa, Midwest Technology Knowledge Network (MTKN), Transportation
Research Board (TRB), Transportation Libraries Catalog (TLCat), National
Transportation Library, WorldCat, Applied Science and Technology Abstracts,
ABI/Inform, Civil Engineering Database, LEXIS-NEXIS Academic, and other
Internet sources such as Google Scholar were explored.
2. Industry contacts at Iowa State University and loca I companies were
consulted to obtain other literature and training program information.
3. Qualitative research was performed by interviewing local contractors and GPS
machine control providers to generate course structures, curricula, and
homework assignments. Since McAninch Corporation and Ziegler Caterpillar
provided guest speakers, hardware, and software for the classes at Iowa
State, most contact was with these two organizations. Outside sources were
aIso consuIted to provide a broad perspective, additionaI suggestions, and to
help verify information obtained from McAninch and Ziegler.
~. After each class offering was completed, a quantitative and qualitative
student survey was conducted to identify areas for improvement in future
class offerings.
~. A final meeting and series of discussions were held to identify opportunities
to incorporate grade control technology into typical undergraduate
engineering classes.
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2.1.4 Chapter Organization
Section 2. ~ provides background on GPS and other advanced grade control
technologies that are utilized in the construction industry. It also explains the need
for a collegiate course in advanced grade control technology and identifies problems
in implementing such a course. Research and course objectives are also identified.
Section 2.2 describes the literature review process in detail and presents the
information found.
Section 2.3 provides a thorough description of the research methodology
used to establish a suitable course structure.
Section 2.4 presents the course development process.

Project goals and

methods for achieving the goals are elaborated on. In addition, industry support
and associated coordination issues are described. FinaI course framework, curricula,
activities, speakers, facility requirements, and course publications are generated
during this stage with final products included in the appendices. Desired course
developmental outcomes are listed and incorporated into the classes.
Section 2.5 explains course evaluation methods and feedback.

Areas of

success and areas for improvement are expanded upon.
Section 2.6 summarizes the conclusions and recommendations developed
during the research and development stages and presents areas for further
improvement and implementation.
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2.2

Literature Review

2.2.1 Introduction

The literature review consisted of a thorough search of publications and
documents located in various transportation libraries, trade journals, brochures, and
the Internet. Forty-nine documents were cited and the writer estimates reading at
least twice as many total documents. The findings include numerous articles that
describe the benefits and history of advanced grade control technology. However,
very little information was found relating to automated grade control education or
training.
2.2.2 Findings
Since the focus of this research is on developing an automated grade control
class, many articles did not have a direct relationship to this study. Nevertheless,
numerous articles with indirect relationships were found. The indirect relationships
provided information in support of starting an advanced grade control course;
however, they did not provide information on creating such a course.
It was found that a lack of knowledge pertaining to advanced grade control is
common among designers and owners. This lack of information has resulted in
many engineers who are not willing to share electronic design files. Instead of
transferring the electronic design to a contractor utilizing advanced grade control
systems, many contractors have to generate new three dimensional designs from
the two dimensional paper plans provided by the designer or owner.
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By providing electronic design files to the contractor, the time creating a
second three dimensional design can be reduced, ultimately lowering final cost to
the owner. Furthermore, the likelihood of human error could be reduced since the
data would not have to be manipulated as many times. In light of these findings,
grade control courses should be directed toward developing roadway and site
engineers as well as contractors in order to improve the relationship between
contractor and engineer. One of the desired outcomes for this course is to change
participant attitudes toward file sharing. Advanced grade control technologies will
be even more efficient if file sharing becomes the norm.
Additional support for an advanced grade control class can be found in
several articles that indicate the savings and increased production that result from
the proper use of grade control systems. For example, "Where Does the Surveyor
Fit In?" in Professional Surveyor Magazine indicates 'machine control can provide a
50% increase in productivity for a construction site" (Bryant 2006). The use of
advanced grade control will continue to grow until it is tough for contractors to
compete on larger projects without it.

Although advanced grade control

technologies are relatively new and are evolving over time, a general understanding
of typical tasks and applications would be helpful for an engineer's career. Several
beneficial sources of information are listed below.
o

GPS: A Guide to the New Utility (Hurn 1989) provides a detailed explanation
of GPS theory and d ifferentia I GPS.
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o GPS for Earthmoving Contractors 101 (McAninch 2006), GPS Integration in
Highway Design and Construction (McAninch 2005), and Electronic Design
and File Conversion Issues (McAninch 2004) describe the benefits of GPS
grade control systems, the file conversion process, and how GPS grade
control systems work.

Other topics discussed include partnering with

architects and engineers, the industry's reluctance to incorporate new
technology, staffing issues, software issues, and the future of GPS.
o Grade Control Systems (Trimble 2005) and the Trimble Productivity (Trimble)
magazines elaborate on the advantages of various grade control systems and
their application.
o "AccuGrade® GPS Grade Control System" (Caterpillar 2005) describes the
features and benefits of the CaterpiIlar system.
o ~~A Machine Control Primer for Surveyors" (Blackford 2006), "Replaced by a
Machine" (McGray 2006), "3D Machine Control: Where Does the Surveyor Fit
In?" (Bryant 2006), "A Lesson for Engineers from Surveyors" (Ward), "From
Milkmen to Mainstream" (Ward), and "Views from the Field" (Kirkpatrick)
provide a su rveyor's perspective on advanced grade control and the future of
the surveying industry.
o Trade journals such as Construction News, Engineering and Mining Journal,
ENR: Engineering News-Record, Equipment Today, Equipment World, Grading
&

Excavation

Contractor,

HomeBuilder,

Midwest

Contractor,

Mining

Engineering, Roads &Bridges, Western Builder, and many others provide an
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abundance of articles and case studies on effective GPS implementation and
productivity improvements.

For example, the article "Raising the Bar"

(Gantenbein 2002) in Western Builder describes GPS implementation and
benefits at River View Construction, Inc in Wausau, Wisconsin.
o

"A Real-Time Localization System for Compactors" (Bouvet 2000) describes a
study on using GPS to monitor the number of roller passes on each point of a
road. This system worked in areas with good reception but was determined
to be insufficient because of satellite obstructions such as trees, buildings,
bridges, etc. To counter these obstacles, the study looked at incorporating a
series of data- filters, rotation sensors, and velocity sensors to interpolate the
compactor's location in areas with poor reception.

o

Although not directly related to construction, publications in trade journals
such as Public Works and Waste Age contain information on using GPS
technology for fleet management and landfill management.

Many such

applications can be applied to excavation contractors as well. For example,
"Track Your Trucks with GPS: Operational Efficiency can be Improved Using
GPS" ("Track" 2004) discusses benefits of fleet tracking for solid waste
collectors, service trucks, mechanics trucks, dump trucks, and foremen's
pickups.
o

"What Prompts Construction Innovation" (Tatum 1984) describes conditions
that favor development and use of advanced construction techniques. This
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article is helpful in creating and identifying company cultures that are more
likely to capitalize on technological advances.
o "Steel Sector Plans Paradigm Shift" (Post 2003) and "3D Design Reduces Cost
of Boiler by 10 Percent" ('~3D Design" 1999) explain the benefits of three
dimensional design in mechanical and steel design. In the case presented,
three dimensional design reduced the boiler design cycle by approximately
20% ("3D Design" 1999). Three dimension modeling appears quite beneficial

to the entire construction industry, not only excavation.
2.2.3 Concluding Remarks
It was found that very little information exists relating to suitable course
structures and course content.

However, the literature review process was still

helpful in supporting the argument for an advanced grade control course at the
collegiate level. Since advanced grade control technologies are becoming common
in the earthmoving industry, exposing Civil and Construction Engineers to the
technologies will increase the demand and marketability of students. The students
will have a larger knowledge base when entering the industry, so they will have a
better opportunity to make a n immediate positive impact. Furthermore, as a resu It
of students' increased domain knowledge, they will be better able to adjust to future
grade control technologies.
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2.3

Research Methodology

2.3.1 GPS Internship
The first step in the research effort was gaining direct knowledge about GPS
machine control. An internship at McAninch Corporation in West Des Moines, Iowa
provided a chance for the writer to participate in many tasks associated with GPS
machine control. The writer was exposed to machine control file creation, field
troubleshooting, and GPS surveying.

This exposure was necessary to maximize

effectiveness in future research, interviews, and discussions.

By generating a large

knowledge base, the writer gained additional credibility when coordinating and
networking with guest speakers and other contributors.
More information on McAninch's history and incorporation of GPS machine
control systems is available in the following publications: GPS for Earthmoving
Contractors 101 (McAninch 2006), GPS Integration in Highway Design and
Construction (McAninch 2005), and Electronic Design and File Conversion Issues
(McAninch 2004).
2.3.2 Interviews

Since the advanced grade control course will be the first of its type, research
had to be conducted to determine appropriate course structures and curricula. Local
businesses, McAninch Corporation and Ziegler Caterpillar, have extensive experience
with grade control syster~ns and have expressed interest in assisting with courses at
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Iowa State University. Since these resources are available, it was determined that a
qualitative research approach would be suitable for this study.
A series of interviews were conducted with GPS experts at McAninch
Corporation and Ziegler Caterpillar to identify appropriate course structures and
class topics. The proposed class structure was presented to three outside sources
that provided feedback. This feedback was reviewed in order to identify possible
improvements before classes began.

After completing the interviews, course

structures and curricula were finalized. More detailed information on the interview
process and internship findings is included in Chapter IV.
2.4

Course Development

2.4.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously, a

series of interviews were held

with

representatives from McAninch Corporation, Ziegler Caterpillar, and Iowa State
University. These meetings were vital in developing and clarifying course audiences,
direction, topics, outcomes, objectives, structure, guest speakers, and activities.
2.4.2 Course Audiences and Direction
Throughout the interviews a common theme developed. Industry experts
recommended providing the course not only to Construction Engineers with aheavyhighway emphasis, but to other Civil and Construction Engineering students as well.
Engineers who are involved in site and roadway design would benefit since
they would obtain a better understanding of the requirements for various grade

i6
control applications. The education provided in these courses would help design
engineers create more user friendly files and designs. A greater understanding of
the contractor's processes will benefit the design engineer in the future since
construction costs can be reduced for the owner.
Engineers with a building construction emphasis and owner's representatives
would also benefit from the education because it would help them better relate to
excavation and site development subcontractors.

Furthermore, many inspectors

should have knowledge of grade control applications and GPS technology. Through
the use of advanced grade control technology, some sites have few or no grade
stakes at all. With fewer grade stakes, inspectors have less reference points for
checking grade. On large projects with few reference points, hand-held GPS rover
units are often the most expedient method to verify excavation grades.
A few of the interviewees mentioned that part of the course could be offered
to industry professionals as a continuing education offering. It was determined that
the first credit (CE 594E) wouId provide a generaI overview of aII grade control
applications and would be suitable for anon-credit course.

Since Iowa State

University has distance education faciIities, CE 594E was digitaIly recorded and
offered online to increase accessibility to busy professionals and out of state
participants.
2.4.3 Course Structure, Topics, and Activities
Since there was a need for both a general overview of grade control
technologies and for ahands-on GPS machine control course, two one credit course
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offerings were made available.

The first credit (CE 594E) provided a general

overview consisting of information on laser and GPS grade control technologies as
well as the constraints and benefits of each system. In addition, GPS theory was
covered and accuracy correction systems were explained in detail. Furthermore,
contractors presented information on their use of grade control systems and
described the best situations to apply this technology. Moreover, guest speakers
presented information on designing with grade control systems in mind as well as
general information on machine control file conversion. The general overview is
appropriate for all engineers in Civil and Construction Engineering.
The second credit (CE 594F) was most suitable for engineers interested in
heavy-civil construction, GPS file conversion consulting, or GPS based surveying.
The course was hands-on and introduced participants to design software, GPS
surveying, file conversion, and troubleshooting procedures.
It was determined that participants should have hands-on exposure to
software such as Trimble Terramodel, Trimble Sitevision Office, and AGTEK
Earthwork 3D.

Although several other software packages can be used for GPS

machine control and file conversion, these packages were selected because they are
often used by the companies who supported the initial class offering. In addition,
representatives at Ziegler Caterpillar and McAninch Corporation have close
relationships with these software providers, making it easier to obtain temporary
software licenses for an educational setting.

is

Participants in the hands-on grade control section performed topographic
surveying, machine control file conversion, calculated import/export quantities,
learned about common troubleshooting issues, and spent one Saturday at Ziegler
Caterpillar (equipment dealership) where they uploaded their machine control file
onto a dozer and graded a demo site. Furthermore, both sections were offered an
optional visit to a large excavation site later in the semester.
2.4.4 Resources and Class Format
This article serves as a case study on setting up a grade control systems class
so this offering can be provided at other institutions. The resources and formatting
at Iowa State University are elaborated on to provide context to other institutions
that are considering such an offering.

Other institutions will have different

constraints and resources, so they should adjust their courses accordingly. The
resources and constraints at Iowa State University are explained to help readers
understand the decisions made in this study.
As a result of the specialized and rapidly evolving knowledge required to use
advanced grade control systems, it was determined that a new course would be best
taught by industry professionals.

Fortunately, Ziegler Caterpillar and McAninch

Corporation are located close to Iowa State University and their employees
volunteered to perform much of the instruction for these courses. It would have
been challenging to offer grade control courses without the support of these two
organizations.
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The formatting of each grade control course was affected by the resources
available to Iowa State University. As mentioned previously, most of the instruction
was provided by Ziegler and McAninch which are located about forty-five minutes
from Iowa State University. Due to the driving distance, traditional fifty minute
classes are less feasible. Moreover, it was deemed desirable to hold classes during
the winter months because of reduced field activity at Ziegler and McAninch.
Therefore, it was determined that classes would meet for four hours once a week
and both classes would be held in January and February during winter shutdown.
2.4.5 Guest Speakers
While representatives from Ziegler Caterpillar and McAninch Corporation
functioned as the primary speakers, other companies were included to provide
additional perspectives.

Some sources that were investigated and incorporated

were other local contractors, equipment providers, consultants, and designers.
2.4.6 Course Coordination
After identifying the audiences, outcomes, objectives, course structures,
topics, activities, and guest speakers; the writer assisted in coordinating class
.development and implementation. The writer also maintained contact with each of
the speakers and was in charge of developing a final schedule and syllabus.
2.4.7 Educational Outcomes and Objectives
The tables of educational outcomes and objectives (Appendix 1) which were
created while developing the class schedule and syllabus; summarize skills that must

zo

be obtained to facilitate the process of becoming an advanced grade control
specialist. Core outcomes and objectives were implemented into each course while
individuaI objectives were generated for each class period.

The educationa

objectives provided direction when selecting speakers, activities, and homework
while the desired educational outcomes provided focus to tie each class period
together. Educational outcomes were later incorporated into student evaluations to
gauge course success. Core educational outcomes and objectives are listed below
while individual class objectives are included in Appendix 1.
In this study, educational outcomes are considered noticeable immediately
after taking the course and can be tested or measured, while educational objectives
are considered noticeable traits that can be seen for up to five years after takin9 the
course.
Core Educational Objectives: (Noticeable for five years after taking the course)
o

Develop an understanding of the relationship between designer and
contractor to increase consideration for electronic file transfer

o

o

Expand ability to identify areas for improvement and future opportunities
Enhance entrepreneurial mindset and ability to effectively implement new
technology and processes

o

Enhance ability to prioritize each type of grade control technology in regard
to internal and external constraints
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o

Expand ability to research new technology and evaluate its effectiveness and
fit for a particular company

Core Educational Outcomes: (Noticeable immediately after taking the course)
o

Develop domain knowledge and terminology for effective communication with
other contractors, engineers, and equipment providers

o

o

Generate an understanding of GPS theory and accuracy correction systems
Provide familiarity with current technology so participants are better oriented
when in the industry

o

Develop ability to make grade control and survey purchase recommendations
After the first class (i.e. CE 594E), participants filled out a short questionnaire

to identify their interests and expectations for the following classes. The survey
resuIts were used to tailor the classes and maximize the effectiveness of course
content. However, when considering changes, the core educational outcomes and
objectives were kept in mind.
2.4.8 Syllabi Verification and Recommendations
2.4.8.1 Overview
Much of the research was qualitative and was conducted with a limited
sample base which consisted primarily of representatives from McAninch
Corporation, Ziegler Caterpillar, and Iowa

State University.

Since the

representatives of these organizations are considered leaders in their field, their
input was considered to be adequate. However, after creating the curriculum and
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syllabi, the writer presented the results to six construction/design professionals and
asked for suggestions and areas for improvement. Syllabi and evaluation forms
were sent out and feedback was received from the following three organizations.
1.

Iowa Department of Transportation, Ames, IA

2.

Master; Engineering, Real Estate &Construction, Minneapolis, MN

3.

Reilly Construction Company, Inc., Ossian, IA

Each of these outside organizations serve a slightly different sector of the
industry. The Iowa Department of Transportation is an owner agency that also
functions as designer and inspector, Reilly Construction Company, Inc. is a mid-west
regional excavation and underground contractor, and Master; Engineering, Real
Estate &Construction is a design, consulting, real estate, and construction company.
Master has also been involved in machine control file conversion as a consultant.
These organizations are quite diverse, with most major segments of the industry
being represented.
Each representative was in support of offering an advanced grade control
course at the collegiate level and agreed with the proposed syllabi. In addition,
each representative had several suggestions to improve the class. Some of the
suggestions appeared to relate directly to the respondent's background or area of
the industry. Interestingly, some opinions were directly in conflict with each other
because of the varied background of each respondent. However, many suggestions

related directly to all students. The suggestions that make the largest impact are
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discussed in the following sections. The syllabi verification questions are included in
Appendix 3.
2.4.8.2 Additional Material and Topics to Consider
The representative from Reilly Construction Company saw the greatest
benefit in the hands-on portion of the class because it develops skills that provide
immediate value to many employers. In addition, inclusion of products from AGTEK
and Trimble's competitors was recommended.
The Iowa Department of Transportation representative wouId Iike more
discussion on calibrating a GPS system to local project coordinates as well as
discussion on coordinate systems and vertical control. Furthermore, it would be
helpful to provide a detailed explanation on methods for verifying accuracies in the
field.
A McAninch representative mentioned that roadway data prep and file
conversion was possibly overlooked. However, he acknowledged that roadway data
prep is a very large topic and would be difficult to fit into the existing two one credit
classes. If the advanced grade control classes could be expanded to a total of three
credits, roadway data prep would be a topic to consider.
In addition, two possible homework assignments were suggested for inclusion
in future classes. The first assignment involves visiting an engineer or contractor
who uses GPS, then writing a report on what was learned.
The second recommended assignment involves preparing a three dimensional
model from a two dimensional CAD file.

A cut/fill calculation could then be
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completed to test the participants' accuracy. Participants were lead through the file
conversion process in class, but adding a homework assignment would further
increase retention of knowledge. The files should be rather small since a general
understanding of the process is desired rather than speed and proficiency with
software.
2.4.8.3 Suggested Target Outcomes and Objectives
Each of the industry representatives suggested outcomes and objectives that
matched up to or were closely related to the educational outcomes and objectives
previously developed. "Enhancing the ability to prioritize each technology in regard
to internal and external constraints" was the only educational objective that was not
closely related to the industry feedback. However, surveys were only returned by
three representatives, so this objective shouId not necessarily be discarded.
2.4.8.4 Conclusion
The syllabi verification results were largely in support of the previous research
resuIts. Although only three organizations returned surveys, the additionaI feedback
helped further substantiate the proposed syllabi. The survey results also supported
previously developed educationaI outcomes and objectives. In addition, seversI
suggestions were presented and should be considered for future incorporation. The
suggestions are listed below and were discussed in greater detail in section 2.4.8.2.
o

o

Consider adding information on roadway file conversion and data prep
Consider training on software that is similar to Trimble's and AGTEK's
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o Assign students to interview an engineer or contractor who uses GPS or

advanced grade control
o Add an outside of class file conversion homework assignment

See Appendices 2, 5, 6, and 7 for further information on class curricula,
activities, speakers, homework assignments, reading assignments, and quizzes.
2.5

Course Evaluations and Feedback

2.5.1 Overview
Two course evaluations were completed at the end of each credit offering.
Traditional Iowa State University course evaluations were completed as well as a
supplemental course evaluation specifically for the machine control class. Copies of
the supplemental course evaluation forms are included in Appendix 4.

The

supplemental course evaluation form consists of qualitative and quantitative sections
that are useful for identifying areas for improvement and provide future
recommendations. Furthermore, the supplemental evaluation assesses each of the
outcome goals set in section 2.4.
In addition, an open forum class discussion was held at the end of the final
class.

This discussion gave participants an additional opportunity to provide

feedback on areas of success, areas for improvement, and recommendations for
advanced grade control implementation into other classes.
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2.5.2 Machine Control Overview Survey Feedback
2.5.2.1 Introduction
This survey was administered after completing the overview section of the
advanced grade control class and was returned by 16 of 18 participants.

The

participants who returned surveys for the machine control overview consisted of
four juniors, eight seniors, and four non-traditional graduate students with
significant industry experience. Three of the four non-traditional graduate students
were also involved in teaching other courses in the Civil, Construction, and
Environmental Engineering department at Iowa State University.
Eleven of the participants were primarily interested in construction, two in
design, one in design and research, one in construction, design, and surveying, and
one as an owner's representative.
A wide range of experience and interests may have affected some of the
survey resuIts. On seversI questions in the quantitative survey section, seversI of
the more experienced participants provided further explanation to their answers. In
some cases, lower ratings were the result of knowledge these participants already
had before class.

However, the majority of responses were positive.

Amore

detailed summary of quantitative and qualitative results is included in the following
sections. Also, a statistical summary is included in Table 2 in section 2.5.2.2.
2.5.2.2 Student Outcome and Objective Results
According to the participants, the machine control overview successfully
accomplished many of the objectives and outcomes specified in section 2.4. The
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majority of participants believe the class developed adequate domain knowledge
and terminology for effective communication with other contractors, engineers, and
equipment providers. The average rating for this category is 4.50 on a five point
scale. Positive results were also received for understanding of GPS theory and
correction systems (4.50/5.00) and providing familiarity with current technology so
Table 2: Machine Control Overview Quantitative Survey Results

1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree
Average
Std. Dev.
Question
This class helped develop background knowledge and terminology for
effective communication with other contractors, engineers, and
4.50
0.73
equipment providers?
This class helped me generate an understanding of GPS theory and
4.50
0.73
accuracy correction systems.
This class provided familiarity with current technology so that I
4.63
0.50
am better oriented when in the industry.
I developed the ability to make grade control and survey purchase
3.31
0.60
recommendations.
I better understand the evolving relationships between owner,
3.94
0.57
designer, surveyor, and contractor.
4.06
0.85
This class helped me consider the advantages of file sharing.
This class expanded my ability to identify areas for improvement
3.88
0.62
within construction, design, and survey firms.
This class enhanced my entrepreneurial mindset and ability to
effectively implement new technology and processes.
3.69
0.79
This class enhanced my ability to prioritize technology in regard
to internal and external constraints.
3.50
0.73
This class expanded my ability to research new technology and
3.91
0.86
evaluate its effectiveness and fit for a particular company.
The information in this class will be helpful during my career.
4.38
0.72
This class will help me bring more value to my future employers.
3.87
0.83
The presentations were understandable.
4.19
0.54
The subject matter was communicated effectively.
4.44
0.63
The industry speakers were knowledgeable about their subjects.
4.81
0.40
The speakers seemed well-prepared for class.
4.13
0.72
There was a good balance of industry speakers.
0.52
4.50
The session was well-organized.
4.50
0.63
Class time was used effectively.
4.31
0.87
The class topics were suitable.
4.56
0.63
Course topics were dealt with in sufficient depth.
4.34
0.87
Course topics fit together into a cohesive structure.
4.50
0.63
The size of this class is appropriate.
4.53
0.76
The climate of this class is conducive to learning.
4.56
0.73
The instructors treated students fairly.
4.44
0.73
Required readings contributed to my understanding of the course.
4.00
1.15
Length of assigned readings were reasonable.
3.56
1.15
Complexity and length of course assignments were reasonable.
3.88
1.15
Each test covered a reasonable amount of course material.
4.00
1.15
Discussion was encouraged.
4.73
0.46
One real strength of this course is the classroom discussion.
4.47
0.64
I learned a lot in this course.
4.38
0.72
As a result of the instruction I feel more comfortable entering the
industry.
3.92
0.76

zs

students are better oriented when entering the industry (4.63/5.00).

When

elaborating on familiarity with current technology, one participant stated that
students who took this class will definitely have an advantage over other students.
While most of the results are quite positive, there are areas for improvement.
The educational outcome related to developing ability to make grade control and
survey purchase recommendations received an average rating of 3.31 out of 5.00.
Perhaps this rating could be improved in future classes by providing more project
case studies indicating what technology was used on what projects.

However,

technology implementation often varies from contractor to contractor or engineer to
engineer. Although advanced grade control technologies are being incorporated by
the excavation industry, practices and level of implementation can vary substantially
between organizations. Also, previous participant experience could have affected
the results. Participants who had previous industry experience may have already
been able to identify the most applicable areas for each product or technology.
Effectively, the grade control class may not have "developed" these skills since they
already existed. This factor may have contributed to the lower ratings.
The writer selected 4.00 out of 5.00 as an arbitrary benchmark when
evaluating the success of each surveyed area. Results were lower than desired for
the following educational objectives: (1) expanding the ability to identify areas for
improvement within construction, design, and survey firms (3.88/5.00), (2)
enhancing entrepreneurial mindset and ability to effectively implement new
technology and processes (3.69/5.00), and (3) enhancing ability to prioritize
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technology in regard to internal and external constraints (3.50/5.00). The results
indicate that the average participant is neutral with or slightly agrees with these
statements.
It should be noted that these three objectives were not the direct focus of the
presentations. It was believed that participants would achieve the objectives as
they became comfortable with the technology and were exposed to several
applications in presentations and reading assignments.

One possible way to

improve results in these areas is adding in-class discussions directly relating to each
objective. This approach could help participants think further "outside the box".
However, part of the course was offered in a distance education format, so
some of the discussion will be limited since many participants are uncomfortable
when first exposed to a distance education classroom. Fortunately, the hesitancy to
participate in a "digital classroom" decreases as participants become accustomed to
their surroundings.
Another objective, "expand ability to research new technology and evaluate
its effectiveness and fit for a particular company" (3.91/5.00) was lower than
desired.

However, participants may have had sufficient ability to research and

evaluate new technology before this class, since they are often required to write
research papers on unfamiliar topics in other classes.
Most participants agree that they better understand the evolving relationships
between owner, designer, surveyor, and contractor (3.94/5.00).

Furthermore,
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participants believe the class helped them consider the advantages of electronic file
sharing between designer and contractor (4.05/5.00).
An area where participants gave high evaluations in both quantitative and
qualitative areas is the usefulness of the class toward their career (4.38/5.00).
Oddly, participants were less optimistic about the value the class brings to their
future employers (3.87/5.00).
It appears that a broad knowledge base and understanding of current and
future technologies is important for long term career growth, however, participants
did not agree on the short term value to future employers.

One possible

explanation for this discrepancy is the survey only pertained to the overview portion
of advanced grade control classes.

The first segment of classes focused on

providing a broad overview and understanding of current and future practices which
may be most beneficial for future managerial decisions and long term growth. Very
little hands-on training occurred in the first section which might have reduced the
perception of immediate value to employers.
2.5.2.3 Industry Involvement
Traditionally, classes at the collegiate level are taught by faculty members
employed by the university. However, it would be difficult for a faculty member to
stay up to date with the rapidly evolving technology and applications involved in
advanced grade control. It would be even more difficult to keep informed of current
advantages and problems with the technology as well as the current evolution of the
relationship between contractor, designer, and owner. While it is possible to train or
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obtain a faculty member with this knowledge, it would be difficult because they
would still have conflicts with other teaching and research responsibilities. As a
result, it was determined that a course in advanced grade control technology almost
requires teaching support from the industry.
With industry support, classes covering current issues and advanced
technology are not only feasible, but also less expensive with increased depth and
quality of education. While the writer agrees that industry speakers should not be
used for every class; they are extremely well suited for current issues and
advanced/evolving technology classes.
The change from the traditional teaching model was an area of concern.
Some particular questions and areas of concern are: (1) Will the participants
understand the subject matter? (2) Will the industry speakers come prepared for
classes? (3) How can various industry views and opinions be balanced? (4) Is it
possible to minimize marketing and sales while incorporating industry participants?
(5) Which speakers are appropriate for each topic? (6) What level of detail and
understanding is desired for each topic?
After reviewing the surveys, it was determined that the presentations were
understandable (4.19/5.00) and the subject matter was communicated effectively
(4.44/5.00).

This was an area of concern because of the varied background

experience of each of the students involved. However, the industry speakers were
able to accommodate each of the participants.
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It should be noted that one participant had some problems fully
understanding the first file conversion lecture. Industry speakers are often able to
manipulate software quickly and sometimes it is hard for students to keep up.
Incorporating some of the hands-on material with the class overview might have
helped with student understanding and retention.
The industry speakers also seemed well-prepared for class (4.13/5.00). The
writer recommends letting each speaker know what they are expected to cover and
what other speakers are covering. This became an iterative process where each
participant was contacted then asked about their particular experiences) and areas
of expertise. This process helped minimize overlapping presentation material. It
was also helpful to periodically contact each participant to address their questions,
concerns, and serve as a sounding board for their ideas.
Obviously, it is advantageous to assign contacting participants to someone
within the university who already has an excavation or advanced grade control
background. However, the employee in charge of managing this process does not
have to be an expert. In this case, the writer, a graduate student with two survey
and grade control related internships, was assigned this task.

The domain

knowledge acquired during the writer's two internships was helpful when networking
and coordinating with the industry speakers.
While the organizational tasks are straightforward, they can be fairly time
consuming.

In addition to the writer, two professors were also involved in

promoting the course, coordinating with distance education, networking with
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industry participants, and overall course coordination. Creating a new class from the
ground up can be a challenge to coordinate and organize especially with the large
number industry speakers involved. The early involvement and commitment of all
parties involved (i.e. industry participants, professors, and the writer) contributed to
a course that participants rated as well organized (4.50/5.00).
The organizational aspect was good; however, several classes ended after
their scheduled completion times. Since advanced grade control systems is a new
topic, it was difficult to estimate the time required for each industry speaker. In
addition, the participants asked industry speakers many questions. The questions
lead to several discussions involving all of the industry participants in attendance as
well as some class participants. Discussion was highly encouraged in the classes
(4.73/5.00) and students were receptive to industry feedback. When asked in the
survey, students believed that "one real strength of the course is the classroom
discussion" (4.47/5.00). In addition, the majority of students believe class time was
used effectively (4.31/5.00).
A possibility to reduce the scheduling problems is simply adding 20 minutes
to each of the overview classes. Classes were originally scheduled for three and a
half hours. Adding 20 minutes to each class would result in classes almost four
hours long once a week with a half hour dinner period in the middle of the class.
This would result in a lengthy class period reducing participant interest. Other
possibilities include holding class more often during the week with shorter class
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durations or simply leaving the format as it is and allowing some classes to run over
time.
Also, the writer anticipates some of the lecture times decreasing in the future
since information overlapped between a few lectures. However, a slight overlap is
not necessarily bad. According to one participant, 'the speakers seemed to repeat
some of the important information, so it was better retained". The writer believes
this repetition is necessary in some areas, especially the file conversion area which
can be very technical. In the future, further communication with industry speakers
will help reduce unnecessary repetition.
When asked if there was enough time to absorb new concepts another
student stated, "It was concentrated, but it had to be. Yes, there was enough time
to learn."
A major area of concern when involving industry participants is minimizing
marketing and sales aspects while maximizing educational information. While not all
sales and marketing aspects were completely removed from class activities, they
were minimized in this course. Stating the expectations for each industry speaker's
involvement was beneficial in maximizing the educational content of the
presentations. Class participants agreed that the climate of the class was conducive
to learning (4.56/5.00). When students were asked what they liked least about
industry participation, the only area mentioned was the amount of marketing
associated with the class and biases toward the proprietary system associated with
the speaker's employer.

The writer believes the amount of marketing was
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adequately controlled and it is definitely an aspect to consider when developing the
class and identifying industry speakers. A goal for minimizing the marketing aspects
of these classes should be considered by anyone developing similar courses in the
future.
Many systems are available for grade control and each company has varying
levels of integration into company procedures, business strategies, and views of the
future. As a result, a wide variety of industry speakers should be utilized. Class
participants were exposed to industry speakers from several contractors, design
firms, and the Iowa DOT. Participants agreed that there was a good balance of
industry speakers (4.50/5.00) and especially enjoyed hearing first hand accounts of
grade control applications. In addition to the wide variety of industry speakers, the
wide variety of class participants increased discussion.
Moreover, participants felt it was beneficial to maintain a seminar aspect and
incorporate industry speakers with hands-on knowledge of what is happening in the
field. Students especially enjoyed hearing about current challenges in addition to
the benefits of advanced grade control. Incorporating a wide variety of industry
participants further created discussion about these challenges.
Students benefited from hearing what technology is used on different types
of projects and realized that the answer varies from contractor to contractor. Other
areas students enjoyed were the history and future of GPS as well as information on
other grade control technologies.

In addition, students valued learning about

possible trends for the future according to active employees. This included the
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perspective of speakers from four contractors, two designers, two software and
equipment providers, and the Iowa DOT.
Industry involvement added a significant amount of credibility as real world
applications and experiences were discussed. The industry involvement and "real
world" experience also helped hold participants' attention.
The highest rated survey question was the level of industry speaker
knowledge (4.81/5.00). The early involvement of McAninch and Ziegler Caterpillar
helped bring very knowledgeable and experienced speakers to the classroom. In
addition, through networking with other companies, several other highly qualified
speakers were incorporated into the class. Overall, incorporating industry support
into the class was beneficial.

As a professor taking the class stated, "Industry

experts are the only professionals that are totally current on this rapidly evolving
technology." When asked about the industry speakers, another participant replied
"they are obviously the most qualified to teach this class."
When participants were asked if they would recommend taking another
course taught by industry professionals, 15 of 16 said yes. Participant responses are
Ifisted below.

(Readers shouId note that some statements were adjusted for

grammar, but the content was not altered.)
o ~~Yes. They convey more than just information. They tell you more than you
need to know concerning how well things really work and real problems that

occur."
o "Yes, it brought current examples that professors don't always know about."
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o "Yes, they have a d ifferent perspective on things and can speak about what is
actually being done in the field today."
o "Yes, they can relate things to what happens in the industry."
o "Definitely ~ Seems like they have more to teach than some professors."
o "Yes, this gives us their knowledge and not from someone that hasn't worked
with it. Getting the information first hand is so much better than second
hand. I listen better to someone that can really relate it to real life."
o Other responses included simple answers such as "yes", "absolutely", and one
"no" response.
2.5.2.4 Class Organization and Administration
Other areas of concern that did not directly relate to the outcomes,
objectives, or speakers were organizing the class, identifying topics, identifying
reading material, developing appropriate homework and quizzes, determining class
sizes, and encouraging discussion while in a "digital classroom" setting.
Participants agreed that the class topics were suitable (4.56/5.00), were dealt
with in sufficient depth (4.34/5.00), and fit together into a cohesive structure
(4.50/5.00). These findings further support results generated while developing the
syllabi and the industry feedback regarding the syllabi.
One participant mentioned that the first class (surveying and grade control
equipment overview), went very fast and his understanding of the types of
equipment could be increased. In contrast, most participants felt comfortable with
that particular class session. In this case, some light reading material on surveying
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and grade control equipment could be assigned prior to class to help increase
retention.
Most participants believed each of the topics in the overview class were valid
and should be included in future classes. Also, when participants were asked which
topics should be added to the class, half said nothing came to mind. Other opinions
varied and appeared to depend on the participant's background and areas) of
interest. Topics to consider in the future are listed below:
o

o

o

o

o

Transportation/Logistics/Fleet Management
Mining Applications
Paving Applications and Current Research
More Surveying Information
More Recommendations for Design
The writer agrees that these areas are important, but they will not fit into the

two existing one credit classes. If these recommendations are incorporated, the
writer recommends changing the overview to two credits or combining the overview
classes with the hands-on portion to form a three credit class. If the number of
credits is increased, effort should be taken to increase the number of industry
speakers.

By incorporating more speakers, the additional teaching burden

associated with additional class time would not reside with current speakers. Also,
as mentioned earlier, a wide variety of speakers is desirable in any seminar style
class.
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There was some discussion about combining the overview and hands-on
sections to create one class. However, it is beneficial for some participants to only
take the overview section. Possible examples include working as designers, owner's
representatives, or project managers.
The overview sessions had unlimited enrollment since it was being recorded
and offered as a distance education package in addition to traditional classroom
format; access to computers was not required. Nineteen participants (including the
writer) took the class and several university faculty members and other industry
participants often sat in on the classes. Most participants felt the class size was
appropriate (4.53/5.00).

However, many participants thought more Civil and

Construction Engineering students would have benefited by taking the class.
Participants felt they were treated fairly in the class (4.44/5.00) and agreed
that the required readings contributed to their understanding of the material
(4.00/5.00). However, there is area for improvement in the selection of required
readings. Several participants noted that a lot of the construction trade journal
articles contained much of the same information. Some of these articles could be
cut in future classes and possibly replaced with articles from other sectors of the
industry.

However, not all trade journal articles should be removed.

When

explaining his rating, one student stated that several articles contained duplicate
information, but they still enhanced his understanding. The repetitive nature of
some articles had advantages, but some articles should be cut and replaced with
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articles relating to industry sectors such as design, survey, mining, or fleet
management.
Participants would support dropping some of the reading. The rating for
length of assigned readings was 3.56 out of 5.00. However, when describing the
time the reading took, another student admitted that the reading was necessary to
get up to speed with the technology and to make the most of the class.
It is worth noting two books were considered good core references for the
overview course. The first book GPS: A Guide to the Next Utility (Hurn 1989) was
written by Jeff Hurn and published by Trimble Navigation. The book provides a solid
introduction to GPS theory and accuracy correction systems. Although this book is
no longer in print, Iowa State University was able to secure permission to provide
copies to course participants.
The second core reference was GPS for Earthmoving Contractors 101
(McAninch 2006). This book provides an introduction to GPS technology, McAninch's
implementation of GPS grading, and industry problems involving GPS grade control
technology.
Another area for improvement is the complexity and length of course
assignments (3.88/5.00). The writer assumes that reading and assignment d iff icu Ity
generally receive lower ratings in a typical class, but one possible area for
improvement

is

revising

the first

assignment

(purchase

recommendation

assignment). Some participants felt too much of the grade for that assignment is
left up to the judgment of the grader. If the assignment is not revised for future
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classes, perhaps industry participants could help in grading the assignment to
reduce the likelihood of judgmental errors.
Participants seemed to agree that the quizzes covered a reasonable amount
of course material (4.00/5.00). One area for future consideration is reducing time
constraints and increasing the number of questions that cover concepts rather than
statistics from articles.

Nevertheless, since the quizzes were open book, it was

assumed that participants who read the articles could quickly find the required
statistics. In that regard, the quiz served as a mechanism to ensure participants
keep up with assigned readings.
2.5.2.5 Student Benefits
When participants were asked if they learned a lot, they gave a rating of 4.38
out of 5.00. In addition, the average goes up to 4.57 out of 5.00 if two of the more
experienced participants are not considered in the average. To add to the relative
success of the class, one participant stated that the class should be continued in the
future and should be required for all heavy/highway emphasis Construction
Engineers. While making the class required might not be feasible, some aspects of
the class could be incorporated into typical undergraduate classes.

All 16

participants who returned surveys recommended this course to other students in
Civil or Construction Engineering. Some of the feedback for this question is listed
below.
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Would you recommend this course to other students in Civil or Construction
Engineering?
o "A big YES."
o "Yes, I think it gives a good overview of a topic that is probably not
addressed anywhere else."
o "Yes, like I said, it should be offered every year. I have already told some
friends that they messed up by not taking this class."
o "This class will just give you some more knowledge about where the industry
is going and will give you a leg up on people who know nothing about GPS.°'
o "Yes, it would be very beneficial. They would enjoy listening to people in the
industry."
o "Yes, good information that people don't usually learn."
o "Yes, great course even if it doesn't directly apply to your emphasis."
o Other student answers were either "yes" or "definitely".
Overa I I, the course was successfu I, but there is a Iways room for
improvement. Each of the previously developed suggestions should be considered
for future classes.
2.5.2.6 Incorporation into Typical Undergraduate Curricula
Fourteen of Sixteen participants surveyed recommend including grade control
information in the typical undergraduate curriculum. The majority of Construction
Engineers recommend incorporating a few articles and one or two lectures into
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Construction Equipment and Heavy Construction Methods (ConE 322).

These

lectures) could provide a brief overview of grade control applications and their
implications on the industry. Another participant stated that the technology could
also be mentioned in Construction Materials and Methods (ConE 241).
Furthermore,

participants

recommend

adding

GPS

technology

to

Fundamentals of Surveying I (CE 111). In the writer's opinion, one class period and
a lab session would be sufficient to cover the basics and allow students to use a GPS
rover to locate points and calculate material quantities.
Moreover, participants with a Civil Engineering background and design focus
suggested adding

a

lecture in Highway Design (CE 453) or Advanced Highway

Design (CE 550).
The writer and most participants acknowledge that there was too much
material in the advanced grade control class to incorporate it all into other
undergraduate classes.

Then again, by providing a basic overview in the

undergraduate classes, the depth and level of detail can be increased in future
grade control classes. The writer recommends incorporating parts of the advanced
grade control class into typical undergraduate classes, while maintaining a separate
advanced grade control class which can be offered every two or three semesters.
The seminar sessions should also be digitally recorded in the future and
offered for credit online via distance education. Distance education would allow
class to be offered to students at other universities and to students at Iowa State
who cannot attend due to scheduling conflicts. In addition, students could watch
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the digital recordings for credit during semesters the advanced grade control class is
not offered.
2.5.3 Hands-on Class Discussion Feedback
2.5.3.1 Introduction
The final discussion occurred at the completion of the grade control course
and was recorded for future reference. Eleven participants were in attendance and
the discussion focused on improvements for both the overview and the hands-on
class portions. Some of the discussion coincided with information in the overview
class survey. For the reader's benefit, the following narrative will focus on new
suggestions and give only mention to suggestions that have been previously made
in section 2.5.2.
2.5.3.2 Feedback and Suggestions
Participants recommended providing more hands-on activities in class. One
option is providing hands-on training after each individual overview topic.

In

addition, the class could be arranged in a more chronological order. For example a
broad overview could be given for each grade control technology, followed by an
overview of GPS survey and data collection. The GPS survey and data collection
could then be followed by hands-on rover training and data collection in the field.
The following classes could give an overview of file conversion and allow
participants to import topographical maps generated during rover training and
overlay a simple design. Participants could then clean up the design, prepare files
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to be exported to machinery, and caIculate materiaI quantities.

The overview

followed by hands-on instruction could occur in more of a chronological order than
what had occurred during the initial grade control technology classes. Participants
felt this method would be most applicable to the survey/rover training and file
conversion aspects of the class.
Winter weather could pose problems with the rover training if courses are
again offered at the beginning of the spring semester.

However, industry

participants mentioned that most industry rover training occurs during the winter.
They said weather is sometimes an issue, but most of the classes go smoothly. It is
possible that the increased understanding and retained learning can offset the
discomfort of training in the winter.
Incorporating the GPS rover into the Fundamental of Surveying I (CE 111)
class was mentioned both in the surveys and during the discussion. During the
discussion, students added to their survey comments by communicating the value of
exposure to current technology.
Many classes offered in a university setting emphasize education, not
training. While the writer agrees that education is the most important aspect of the
university setting, many classes already incorporate older software and equipment
into the educational process. Does the outdated software and equipment require
training? Yes, in most cases.
Since older methods obviously require some level of training, why aren't
participants exposed to current technology in these situations?

If educational
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outcomes are not diminished, training with current technology can be successfully
implemented into education.
Both the participants and the writer understand the difference between
education and training.
equipment.

However, education can still occur with up to date

Having both education and exposure to current technology is

advantageous when compared to having only education or only training.
Furthermore, participants who receive both education and training feel more
comfortable when entering the industry and will be better able to make an
immediate impact. In effect, incorporating current technology into the classroom
optimizes student time, learning, and benefits.

The comments of another

participant are paraphrased below:
Many practicing engineers come into introductory classes to give
presentations and say one of the best things they like about hiring a new
graduate is they are supposed to be up to date with the latest technology.
However, it is surprising how many graduates cannot use current design
software.
Aside from incorporating current technology into other classes, an area for
improvement in the advanced grade control classes is adding time for industry
discussion of technologies and applications that are being developed and considered
for future use, but probably will not come to fruition for a few years. The future
technologies could either be discussed for 20 or 30 minutes during each class or
become the topic of an industry panel discussion at the end of the course. The
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panel discussion could include representatives such as contractors, surveyors,
designers, transportation agencies, suppliers, and manufacturers.
Combining the overview and hands-on sections into one class was also
mentioned during the discussion. Participants would like to receive more time with
computer software and surveying equipment. This statement is in agreement with
previous discussions about combining all the grade control components into one,
three credit class. Three credits wou Id a Ilow greater exposure to equipment and
software; while expanding into topics such as fleet management, mining
applications, paving applications, surveying, and design which were mentioned in
section 2.5.2.
On another note, several industry participants regularly attended class and
had a lot of experience relating to survey, design, or machine control. The class
participants acknowledged that a lot of value was added to the class as a result of
the questions and discussion generated amongst industry participants during class.
Although this aspect may be difficult to control in future classes, effort should be
taken to involve industry professionals who might be interested in trading class
attendance privileges for giving guest presentations or taking the class for credit
with a desire to enhance their understanding of other areas in the industry (survey,
design, construction, owner's rep, etc.).
Also, several participants mentioned their relative disappointment that few
Civil Engineering students took the advanced grade control classes.

Four Civil

Engineers took the class for credit, but only two of the four were undergraduates.
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Participants mentioned that the technology affected Civil Engineers just as much as
Construction Engineers. Civil Engineers are more likely to take positions in design
and surveying. Furthermore, survey has been completed using GPS technology for
years and design is evolving because of contractor and owner demands for
electronic file sharing, file conversion, and complete three dimensional design.
According to participants, the advanced grade control class was mentioned in
many undergraduate Construction Engineering classes, while it was rarely
mentioned in the Civil Engineering classes.

Perhaps more Civil Engineering

undergraduates would have taken the class if they were made more aware of the
topic by their professors.

To help spread the word, students and professors

involved in the initial advanced grade control class could inform Civil Engineering
professors about the class and its benefits. This might help increase buy-in of Civil
Engineering faculty and students. In the future, more time and effort should be
dedicated to attracting Civil Engineering participants by increasing dialogue within
the department and student base.
Another educational area to consider in the future is offering one credit
classes or non-credit sessions that focus on one particular sector of the industry or
advanced grade control. Possible topics to cover in greater detail include grade
control applications, survey, file conversion, and design.

The feasibility of

developing classes for these topics would depend on student and industry interest;
in the writer's opinion, that feasibility should be investigated.
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The possibility of reusing digital video recordings in future classes was also
discussed with mixed opinions.

The higher quality recordings could be reused

during class so industry participants can focus on improving other aspects of the
class.

Also, watching certain recorded segments could become a required task

outside of class. However, when considering these possibilities, it is important to
consider the value participants place on personal contact with industry speakers.
Utilizing digital recordings can reduce participant engagement and ability to ask
questions; however, it would be possible to reuse some segments. At a minimum,
the recordings should always be available as a backup plan incase industry speakers
are unable to attend.
2.5.4 Hands-on Ciass Survey Feedback
2.5.4.1 Introduction
The second class survey was distributed one week after the grade control
classes were completed and it focused on the hands-on class section (CE 594F).
Nine of fourteen participants returned completed surveys.

The participants

returning surveys consisted of two juniors, five seniors, one graduate student with
significant experience and a professor in Construction Engineering. Five participants
were primarily interested in construction, two in design, one as an owner's
representative, and another in construction, design, and surveying.
Since the hands-on class survey was the final participant feedback
mechanism, some of the results relate to the discussion in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
Many responses were directed to both the overview and hands-on class sections.
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For the reader's benefit, new information will be emphasized and overlapping
material will not be fully developed. For instance, topics such as participant benefits
and the va I ue of industry speakers wi I I not be further addressed since they were
already adequately covered. Results for the quantitative section of the survey are
provided in Table 3.
Table 3: Hands-on Quantitative Survev Results

1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree
Std.
Question
Dev.
Average
This class provided knowledge of current technology and its use in
4.89
0.33
the excavation industry.
I have a better understanding of the evolving relationships between
4.44
0.73
owner, designer, surveyor, and contractor.
4.67
0.50
This class helped me understand the advantages of file sharing.
This class helped me consider the advantages of three-dimensional
4.89
0.33
design.
This class expanded my ability to identify areas for improvement
4.33
0.50
within construction, design, and survey firms.
This class enhanced my ability to effectively implement new
0.57
4.28
technology and processes.
4.44
0.53
I have a better understanding of the file conversion process.
3.78
0.83
I have a better understanding of excavation quantity takeoff.
0.60
3.89
I am now more able to anticipate machine control problem areas.
4.44
0.88
I increased my familiarity with current surveying equipment.
4.67
0.71
The information in this class will be helpful during my career.
4.33
1.00
This class will help me bring more value to my future employers.
The depth of the presentations was sufficient for an introduction
4.39
0.60
to the hardware and software.
The hands-on portions of the class were beneficial.
4.56
0.53
The industry speakers were knowledgeable about their subjects.
5.00
0.00
4.67
The speakers seemed well-prepared for class.
0.50
The class was well-organized.
4.61
0.60
Class time was used effectively.
4.56
1.01
The class topics were suitable.
4.56
0.53
4.22
0.67
Course topics fit together into a cohesive structure.
The size of this class is appropriate.
4.33
0.87
The climate of this class is conducive to learning.
4.72
0.57
The instructors treated students fairly.
4.78
0.67
Complexity and length of course assignments were reasonable.
4.67
0.50
Discussion was encouraged.
5.00
0.00
I learned a lot in this course.
4.89
0.33
As a result of the instruction I feel more comfortable entering the
industry.
4.38
0.74

2.5.4.2 Hands-on Results
Most of the n u merica I resu Its fel I between 'gag ree" and "strongly agree".
These results are c®nsidered successful and do not warrant much further discussion.
However, two possible areas for improvement were identified. The first, developing
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an understanding of current excavation quantity takeoff technology received a 3.78
out of 5.00. Due to licensing and software difficulties during the quantity takeoff
demonstration, participants were not able to follow along with tutorials. In the
writer's opinion, the results would have been better if students could have worked
directly with the software.

A file conversion and quantity takeoff homework

assignment would also be beneficial.
To solve some of the software issues, the department should consider
permanently installing necessary software. The quantity takeoff software could also
be used in other classes such as Bidding Construction Projects I and II (ConE
381/481), Construction Estimating (ConE 421), Construction Engineering Design
(ConE 461), and graduate level estimating classes (i.e. CE 594C).
The second area for improvement is in anticipating machine control problem
areas (3.89/5.00).

This was another area where a lecture was given, but

participants did not have direct hands-on exposure.

While excavation quantity

takeoff can be easily improved in the future, it will be tough to improve the
troubleshooting aspects of the class.

Most industry professionals learn machine

control troubleshooting by solving problems as they occur in the field.

In the

writer's opinion, troubleshooting would be very difficult to cover in more detail and
would be hard to convert to a hands-on topic.
Changing class durations was discussed in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
However, one participant mentioned that if the classes continue in their current
format (3.5 to 4 hours), the class should have at least two breaks rather than only
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one for dinner. This could help reduce some of the participant fatigue that started
to set in during the last 15 to 30 minutes of several lectures.
The class size for the hands-on class segment was limited to 15 participants
so adequate support could be provided for the hands-on activities. In contrast to
the fifteen participant limit, several participants argue that the class size could have
been increased. After attending the class, the writer agrees with this statement, but
is unsure what the maximum limit should be. A revised maximum limit of 20 or 25
participants should be considered for future semesters. The amount of industry
support and participant background experience should be taken into consideration
when making this decision. It should also be noted that the writer often assisted
students during hands-on activities. This additional help may not be available in
future semesters depending on the class participant base. If that is the case, the
writer recommends no more than 20 students in the hands-on class segments.
One participant again mentioned that he would like more exposure to other
commercially available software in addition to AGTEK and Trimble products. This
would provide an opportunity to incorporate more industry speakers into the
classroom. Participants did not recommend dropping any of the existing topics, so
further software exposure could be added if the two one credit sections were
converted into one three credit class as mentioned in sections 2.4.8, 2.5.2, and
2.5.3.
In contrast, another participant would like to reduce the number of software
programs and focus on one software package more in depth. The writer's opinion is
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that other software should not be added because of time constraints. However,
current software should not be removed since each software package covered
necessary tasks for machine control and added value to the class. In conclusion,
alternative (competing) software should be mentioned, but not focused on.
When participants were asked what they liked most about the hands-on
session, every major aspect of the class was included in the results.

Several

participants mentioned the hands-on on software training, some mentioned the GPS
rover experience and field trip to Ziegler Caterpillar, and others once again
mentioned the exposure to industry professionals.
2.5.4.4 Hands-on Class Results versus Overview Class Results
Twenty quantitative questions from the hands-on survey were recycled from
the overview survey. The average result for each survey question was compared
and hypothesis testing was performed to determine the significance of findings. The
t-test function in Microsoft Excel was utilized for the hypothesis test. Questions with
an alpha value of 0.10 or less were considered significant and questions with an
alpha value greater than 0.10 were not.
The writer acknowledges that t-testing is not perfect for this situation and
there are two areas for concern. First, t-testing is a quantitative analysis method
and the survey results were numerical, but qualitative in nature. The numerical
results measure the level of student agreement with each question which is not an
absolute value. Level of agreement is subjective even if the results were numerical.
Therefore, the use of t-testing may not be entirely suitable in this case.
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Second, the hands-on survey was completed at the end of both classes.
Although this survey was supposed to only apply to the hands-on portion of the
class, there is some concern that participants had both sections in mind when
answering questions. Natu ra Ily, this cou Id lead to higher survey resu Its than when
the overview or hands-on sections are evaluated individually. Asa result of these
limitations, the results are listed in Table 4, but will not be discussed in detail.
Table 4: Overview versus Hands-on Statistics
1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly A ree
Question
Overview
Hands-on
Significance ~<= 0.10

This class provided knowledge of current
technology and its use in the excavation
industry.
I have a better understanding of the
evolving relationships between owner,
designer, surveyor, and contractor.
This class helped me understand the
advantages of file sharing.
This class expanded my ability to
identify areas for improvement within
construction, design, and survey firms.
This class enhanced my ability to
effectively implement new technology and
processes.
The information in this class will be
helpful during my career.
This class will help me bring more value
to my future employers.
The industry speakers were knowledgeable
about their subjects.
The speakers seemed well-prepared for
class.
The class was well-organized.
Class time was used effectively.
The class topics were suitable.
Course topics fit together into a
cohesive structure.
The size of this class is appropriate.
The climate of this class is conducive to
learning.
The instructors treated students fairly.
Complexity and length of course
assignments were reasonable.
Discussion was encouraged.
I learned a lot in this course.
As a result of the instruction I feel
more comfortable entering the industry.

4.50

4.89

0.0734

3.94

4.44

0.0331

4.06

4.67

0.0328

3.88

4.33

0.0354

3.69

4.28

0.0310

4.38

4.67

0.1688

3.87

4.33

0.1153

4.81

5.00

0.0901

4.13
4.50
4.31
4.56

4.67
4.61
4.56
4.56

0.0289
0.3360
0.2671
0.4890

4.50
4.53

4.22
4.33

0.1559
0.2793

4.56
4.44

4.72
4.78

0.2879
0.1299

3.88
4.73
4.38

4.67
5.00
4.89

0.0315
0.0486
0.0280

3.92

4.38

0.0990

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

The results were found to be statistically better in certain categories for the
hands-on class (CE 594F) versus the overview class (CE 594E).

The average

response to the duplicate questions was a 4.60/5.00 for the hands-on survey versus
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a 4.28/5.00 on the overview survey suggesting that the average participant found
more value in the hands-on section.

In addition, every individual significant

question received better feedback for the hands-on class.
2.6

Conclusions and Recommendations

1.6.1 Summary of Findings
Advanced grade control methods such as GPS machine control are becoming
common throughout the construction industry due to reduced survey costs and
increased productivity.

These benefits were mentioned by various industry

members and are a common topic in trade journals. The benefits and importance of
advanced grade control systems support offering classes at the collegiate level. As a
result, two courses were offered at Iowa State University in the spring of 2006.
When organizing these classes no information could be found relating to
similar classes. Qualitative interviews were held with industry members to identify
suitable topics, class structures, educational objectives, and educational outcomes.
The resu Iti ng ed ucationa I objectives, ed ucationa I outcomes, and syllabi are located
in Appendices 1 and 2.
When initially considering an advanced grade control course, the expected
audience was primarily Construction Engineers. However, several industry members
recommended offering the course to both Civil and Construction Engineers.
Industry members emphasized that advanced grade control knowledge is beneficial
to roadway and sitework engineers as well as contractors. Exposure to an advanced
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grade control class would help designers consider the value of sharing electronic
files with contractors and designing in three dimensions.
As a result, the classes were offered to both Civil and Construction Engineers.
It was assumed that some participants would value the overview segments of the
class, but would not necessarily desire hands-on exposure to the technology. As a
result, a one credit overview class was offered followed by a one credit hands-on
class.
At the end of each class a four page survey was administered to the
participants to evaluate areas of success and failure. In addition, a 3o minute open
forum discussion occurred during the final class to receive feedback and suggestions
for improvement. Most of the feedback was very positive and the class formats
successfully accomplished many of the educational outcomes and objectives set in
section 2.4.
Industry volunteers performed much of the instruction in each of these
classes. The overview class section ended up being in a seminar format and the
hands-on class was a combination of lecture and tutorial instruction. Using industry
guest speakers was found to be very successful and was rated highly by each class
participant.

Participants particularly enjoyed the real world examples and added

credibility of the industry participants and guest speakers. It is recommended that
other universities evaluate their respective situation and develop contacts with local
domain experts to assist in establishing future grade control courses.
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Although incorporating industry support required a significant amount of
coordination the first time the class was offered, coordination requirements will likely
decrease in future offerings.

When meeting with industry speakers, it was

important to communicate class objectives and the desire to minimize marketing
aspects. This communication helped result in a highly successful class. Industry
speakers provided a variety of viewpoints and brought a large knowledge base to
the classroom. As a result of the successes in the advanced grade control classes,
the writer recommends considering industry speakers for any current issues or
advanced/evolving technology class.
2.6.2 Recommendations for Future Grade Control Courses

Participants recommended offering advanced grade control classes every two
or three semesters. Although the advanced grade control classes were considered
successful, areas for improvement still exist.

As a resu It, a summary of

recommendations is included.
The first recommendation is combining the overview and hands-on classes
while adding more content to form a th ree credit class. In this setting, ind ivid ua I
overview sessions could be immediately followed by corresponding hands-on
activities. For example, an overview of GPS survey and data collection could be
followed by hands-on GPS rover training.
In addition, class topics shou Id be arranged i n a more ch ronolog ica I order i n
the future. For example, participants could start by surveying a site. Then import
their survey data into CAD software, generate a digital terrain model, overlay a
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simple design, then ca Icu late excavation quantities. Fina Ily students cou Id create a
machine control file for the site and export it to a piece of equipment.
Weather could cause problems for the suggested approach if classes are
offered at the beginning of the spring semester. The chronological approach could
result in participants learning GPS surveying in cold and snowy weather. However,
most industry training occurs over the winter with relative success. Benefits such as
increased understanding and retention would likely occur with a chronological order,
helping offset some of the discomfort of winter training.
According to the industry and class participants, several topics could be
added if additional class time is available as a result of restructuring or a shift to a
three credit class. Areas for consideration are listed below.
o

GPS applications such as transportation, logistics, fleet management, mining,
paving, and current research

o

o

o

More design recommendations and discussion
More surveying information
More detailed information on calibrating a GPS system to local project
coordinates and typical coordinate systems

o

o

o

Detailed explanation on methods to verify system accuracy in the field
More information on other software and equipment providers
Roadway data preparation and file conversion
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Industry members also suggested an outside of class file conversion and
quantity takeoff assignment and requiring students to visit with a local engineer or
contractor who uses GPS.
Classes were held for three to four hours once a week over the past
semester. The long class duration lead to some fatigue during the last half hour of
class.

To reduce participant fatigue, extra breaks should be added during the

lectures. Another alternative is holding classes two or three times a week with a
shorter duration .
The hands-on classes were limited to 15 participants when classes were
initially offered.

Upon

further reflection, the limit could be increased to 20 to 25

participants.
In addition, participants mentioned that some of the required reading was
repetitive.

Several construction trade journal articles contained the same

information and could be replaced with other articles.
Furthermore, traditional surveying and grade control reading materials could
be sent to participants prior to the first class. This would give the less experienced
participants a chance to learn some of the basics and better retain basic surveying
and grade control lectures.
The class could also benefit by giving participants example problems, allowing
them to discuss possible solutions amongst themselves, and then provide the
solution used by the industry.

This would help increase creative thinking and

problem solving skills for class participants.
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Several class participants had substantial industry experience and generated
many discussions that were beneficial to all participants. An attempt should be
made to involve industry participants who are interested in sitting in on classes for
credit or professional development hours (PDHs). In addition, effort should be
taken to make more CiviI Engineering students aware of advanced grade control
classes.
2.6.3 Recommendations for Implementation into Existing Courses at
Iowa State University

Participants saw an opportunity to incorporate grade control aspects into
several other undergraduate and graduate classes at Iowa State University. Laser
and GPS automated machine control has become an important part of the
construction industry and typical students should have a basic understanding of the
technology. Individual classes are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Advanced grade control techniques should be discussed in the Construction
Equipment and Heavy Construction Materials class (ConE 322).

The level of

incorporation could consist of a short overview or one to two lectures.

The

technology could also be mentioned in Construction Materials and Methods (ConE
241).
A lecture on the benefits and requirements for machine control could become
part of the Highway Design class (CE 453). Complete three dimensional design
should also be considered in the Highway Design class (CE 453) and should become
part of the Advanced Highway Design class (CE 550). In addition, a class period
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and lab session could be dedicated to GPS technology and rover training in the
Fundamentals of Surveying I class (CE 111).
Furthermore, the university should consider permanently installing various
machine control and earthwork quantity takeoff software. The quantity takeoff
software would be especially beneficial because it could be used in several classes.
Undergraduate classes such as Bidding Construction Projects I and II (ConE
381/481), Construction Estimating (Cone 421), Construction Engineering Design
(ConE 461), and the graduate Heavy Highway Estimating class (CE 594C) would
each benefit from earthwork quantity takeoff software.
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Chapter III: Machine Control File Conversion Study
3.1

Introduction

3.1.1 Background
The writer. took an internship with a large excavation contractor during the
summer and fall of 2005 that provided exposure to most aspects of GPS machine
control. Although several tasks were covered during the internship, the writer spent
considerable time performing file conversion using AGTEK Earthwork 3D. AGTEK
Earthwork 3D was used for two purposes; first, excavation areas, material volumes,
and haul distances were calculated for estimating and project management; second,
initial file conversion tasks were performed for GPS machine control.
3.1.2 Problem Statement
Many engineers do not understand the processes and problem. areas involved
in machine control file conversion.

File conversion time requirements vary from

project to project and are dependent on the quality and availability of electronic CAD
files. The lack of understanding and variability in design quality makes estimating
file conversion time requirements difficult for new engineers.

Furthermore,

designers cannot improve their electronic files if problem areas are not identified
and understood.
3.1.3 Article Objectives
This article describes the file conversion process as performed on residential
and commercial site development projects while the writer was employed as an
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intern engineer at McAninch Corporation in West Des Moines, Iowa. Moreover, the
article will help developing engineers anticipate time requirements for converting
files of various types and sizes. Since many of the initial activities in file conversion
are the same as preparing a three dimensional model for quantity take-off, the
discussion will be helpful for developing earthwork estimating employees as well.

~y describing each file conversion process and

by explaining characteristics of

low and high quality electronic files, new machine control employees will be better
able to estimate time requirements.

In addition, designers will have a better

understanding of which documents are most suitable for file sharing and which
design improvements are most beneficial for machine control file conversion.
Creating the surface model is often the most complicated and time consuming
process in creating a machine control file so it will be the focus of this narrative.
3.1.4 Research Objectives
To help engineers better anticipate file conversion time constraints, the
following objectives were set:
1. Lead new engineers through an example file conversion project. Describe
issues in detail and supplement with computer images from an actual project,
2. Elaborate on the process of creating a machine control file from two
dimensional plans.

In addition, mention the importance of providing

contractors with electronic design files.
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3. Discuss the quality of various design files and identify time consuming file
conversion task.
4. Discuss aspects of low, medium, and high quality original design files.
3.1.5 Research Methodology
As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the writer's primary method of gaining
information on machine control file conversion was an internship with a large
excavation contractor. The hands-on experience provided an understanding of file
conversion and issues frequently experienced by contractors. This narrative will
focus on the initial stages of surface model preparation since the writer is most
experienced with this stage.
To supplement hands-on experience, the writer attended several GPS training
classes at Ziegler Caterpillar.

Furthermore, a literature review and several

interviews were conducted with industry specialists to broaden the writer's
knowledge base.

These interviews were also helpful in identifying areas for

improvement.
3.1.6 Chapter Organization
Section 3.1 describes the writer's internship at McAninch Corporation and
experience. with machine control file conversion.

The problem statement,

objectives, and research methodology are also clarified.
Section 3.2 explains the literature review process, associated findings, and

recommendations from GPS specialists.
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Section 3.3 describes the process of creating a model from two dimensional

plans and explains the traits of low, medium, and high quality design files. Basic file
conversion processes are aIso mentioned.
Section 3.4 summarizes important findings throughout the research process.
Appendix ~ leads the reader through a typical file conversion process for
estimating and machine control purposes.

Computer screen shots are used to

illustrate common situations.
3.2

Literature Review

3.2.1 Literature Review Introduction

The literature review for this article was completed while performing the
literature review for the advanced grade control course article. Like the training
course, few sources directly relate to GPS file conversion.
3.2.2 Literature Review Findings
One of the sources that directly address file conversion was the Trimble
SCS900 Site Controller Software Office Guide (Trimble 2005). The Trimble manual
contained a typical workflow list that explains steps in file conversion that occur
regardless of software used.

While the workflow list kept the writer from

overlooking common steps, it did not provide any additional information.

A Lesson for Engineers from Surveyors (Ward) was another paper that
addresses file conversion issues.

While the paper was primarily written as an

argument for three dimensional earthwork design, it helped explain why contour
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lines are not the most accurate method of portraying design intent. The drawback
of contour lines is the elevation between lines is open to speculation.

Adding

breaklines produces a better representation of original design intent. Better yet,
complete three dimensional design would eliminate areas of speculation, reduce the
time required for design changes, and enhance the ability to generate computer
renderings.

Furthermore, Ward recommends designers provide "a CAD drawing,

TIN data, and the machine control equivalent of that data" (Ward).
Views from the Field (Kirkpatrick) discusses the surveyor's role in the evolving
site development market.
stakeout any point

in

Moreover, the paper mentions that surveyors can

the field when a three dimensional model exists. In the past,

the surveyor would have to look at the two dimensional plans and calculate the
coordinates of intermediate grade stakes.
GPS for Earthmoving Contractors 101 (McAninch 2006), GPS Integration in
Highway Design and Construction (McAninch 2005), and Electronic Design and File
Conversion

Issues (McAninch

2004) elaborate on

industry challenges in

incorporating advanced grade control technology. These publications also explain
the machine control file conversion process. In addition, many trade journals hint at
file conversion challenges.
"Design Practices to Facilitate Construction Automation" ("Design" 2004) by
the Construction Industry Institute (CII) contained information on designing for
construction automation.

Although the website is a broad overview of all
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construction automation technologies, one webpage lists common design limitations
and recommended design practices for excavation.
Furthermore, "3D Design Reduces Cost of Boiler by 10 Percent" ('~3D Design"
1999) explains the advantages of three dimensional design in mechanical design,
steel design, and construction. In the case study, three dimensional design reduced
the design cycle by 20% and reduced construction costs by approximately 10% ("3D
Design" 1999).

In addition, three dimensional design helps designers identify

conflicts that are sometimes missed in two dimensional drawings.
The American Institute for Steel Construction Inc. (RISC) predicts that in 15
years or less, three dimensional models will be used for the entire construction
process and 2D drawings will be relics of the past.

Steel experts claim the

combination of three dimensional design, electronic data interchange, and the
design build method "can take almost 50% less time from preliminary design to the
start of steel erection than a 2-D, design-bid-build job" (Post 2003).

These

comments illustrate the value of three dimension design in other major segments of
construction.
3.2.3 Literature Review Summary
Several articles have direct and indirect relationships with machine control file
conversion. However, many of the references are short in nature and do not explain
the file conversion process in detail. As a result, the case study in this article will
help fill a gap in published literature.
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3.3

Findings

3.3.1 Introduction
Time requirements associated with machine control file conversion on
residential and commercial sitework projects vary substantially depending on the site
and information provided to the contractor. File conversion can take less than an
hour to several days on sitework projects and up to several weeks on large,
complicated roadway projects.
One of the main factors that effects time requirements is the availability and
quality of an engineer's electronic CAD files. Generating machine control files from
paper plans and various quality electronic files will be discussed in the following
sections.

In addition, Appendix 8 leads the reader through the file conversion

process on a small site development project.

The writer recommends that

inexperienced readers consult Appendix 8 to obtain a basic understanding of
machine control file conversion before reading further.
3.3.2 Generating a 3D Surface Model from 2D Paper Plans
Creating a three dimensional surface model from two dimensional paper
plans is the most time consuming situation and can create the most errors in the
model.

This situation typically occurs when an engineer is unwilling to share

electronic files with the contractor.

Engineers give various reasons for their

reluctance to share files. For a more detailed discussion on the reluctance to share
design files see GPS for Earthmoving Contractors 101 (McAninch 2006), GPS
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Integration in Highway Design and Construction (McAninch 2005), and Electronic
Design and File Conversion Issues (McAninch 2004).
In a worst case scenario, the contractor is only provided with plan view
drawings showing existing and proposed contours. In this case, the contractor has
to manually input contours using a digitizing board. Each contour line is traced and
an elevation is input in this tedious and time consuming process.

Furthermore,

slight errors in scale or line location can result in an inaccurate surface model. The
writer recommends digitizing contours for quantity takeoff if necessary. However,
the writer does not recommend digitizing contours for machine control due to
inherent inaccuracies.
Another method to transform plan view drawings into a three dimensional
model is to scan the drawings, then convert them into a two dimensional CAD file.
The CAD drawing will then be cleaned up to remove any unwanted linework. Next,
elevations are added to each contour line. This is an uncommon practice that the
writer is aware of its use in only one situation.
Sometimes contractors are provided with cross sections and alignments of
roadways and other features on the project. If enough information is given, the
horizonta I and vertica I a I ig n ments can be ma n ua Ily input. Then the cross sections
are digitized or manually recreated if sufficient details are available. Finally, the
cross sections are extruded along each a Iig n ment.
In the writer's experience, generating a three dimensional model for
estimating purposes from two dimensional paper plans is extremely time intensive.
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On previous projects the writer estimates time requirements ranging from three to
ten times that required when an average CAD file is provided.

Moreover,

contractors are reluctant to use machine control on projects where an electronic
design file is not provided due to resulting inaccuracies, time constraints, and
increased likelihood of human error.
It should be noted that the previously explained methods will result in a
rough, three dimensional model that will benefit from processes described in section
3.3.4, section 3.3.5, and Appendix 8.
3.3.3 Generating a 3D Surface Model from Average 2D Electronic Files
An average quality two dimensional electronic file provides great benefit in
comparison to paper plans. When the contractor is provided with a two dimensional
electronic file, each contour line already has the "x" and "y" coordinates specified by
the engineer. The only step in converting the electronic file to an average three
dimensional file is assigning elevations to each contour line.

Elevations are

determined by consulting paper plans or by looking at annotation text within the
CAD file. The resulting file will benefit from processes in section 3.3.4, section
3.3.5, and Appendix 8.
3.3.4 Generating a 3D Surface Model from Average 3D Electronic Files
Average quality three dimensional files typically require some modification to
contour lines and are often missing line segments. It is frequently necessary to add
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breaklines at ditches and other areas with a distinct change in slope. Furthermore,
roadways must be entered or converted into three dimensions.
An example of generating a three dimensional machine control surface model
from an average three dimensional electronic file is located in Appendix 8. This
example also illustrates the results and importance of each change.
3.3.5 Generating a 3D Surface Model from Excellent 3D Electronic Files
An excellent three dimensional electronic file typically contains all appropriate
line segments, roadways, building pads, and breaklines while conforming to the
paper plans. In the writer's experience, a file of this nature can reduce up to 90
percent of the time associated with building a surface model when compared to
paper plans or poor electronic design files.
Excellent three dimensional electronic files are easily imported into three
dimensional visualization software and are quickly inspected to identify any problem
areas. In the case of high quality electronic design files, an experienced file
conversion specialist can quickly view files and fix problem areas as necessary. High
quality design files reduce the amount of repetitive tasks the file conversion
specialist must complete. In addition, excellent design files better convey the
engineer's intent than paper plans or other electronic files by eliminating problem
areas that are often fixed using subjective judgment.
After double checking the file in three dimensions, the surface model is sent
to another software package where it is combined with calibration and background
files to create the final machine control file.
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3.4

Conclusions

3.4.1 Summary
As mentioned previously, time requirements vary considerably from one
project to another.

Major factors affecting time requirements are availability of

electronic files, q ua Iity of electronic files, type of project, and size of project.
3.4.2 Importance of Providing Quality Electronic Design Files

Generating a surface model with two dimensional paper plans is the most
time consuming, inaccurate, and error inducing method for machine control file
creation. In the writer's experience, obtaining an electronic design file from the
engineer cuts time requirements in half at a minimum. Any electronic design file
that the engineer can provide is helpful compared to the alternative of creating a
machine control file directly from paper plans.
A two dimensional electronic file provides a good base to build a three
dimensional surface file for machine control.

In addition, a three dimensional

electronic file reduces the number of steps in creating a surface file. some items to
look for in an engineer provided electronic design file are breaklines, three
dimensional roadways, and building pads. Furthermore, contractors should inspect
the design file to identify areas that do not conform to paper plans. The quality of
three dimensional electronic files varies from one engineer to another and from one
project to another. Occasionally an electronic file is ready for machine control with
only minor changes. Higher quality electronic design files are beneficial because
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they reduce the possibility of judgment and manipulation errors while ensuring that
the engineer's design intent is conveyed.
3.4.3 Effects Relating to Project Type and Size

Project size directly relates to time requirements because of the increased
data manipulation involved. This is especially true when many repetitive processes
such as adding contour line elevations, roadways, or breaklines are required.
Furthermore, certain project types take more time than others. Although
major road construction projects were not discussed in detail, they often include
more data than a typical sitework project. Roadways are more complex because of
horizontaI aIignments, verticaI aIignments, varying roadway cross sections,
superelevations, and intersection details. In addition, accuracy specifications on
roadway projects are often more stringent than on sitework projects.
Surface files for sitework projects are easier to build when compared to
roadways of the same size. However, sitework projects are more likely to have
incomplete data, requiring the file conversion specialist to use professional judgment
in some areas.

When evaluating the complexities and time consumption of a

sitework project, attention should be given to number of building pads, roadways,
and project regions. This is especially true when building a surface file to subgrade
or while performing quantity takeoff.
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3.4.4 Importance of High Quality 3® Electronic Design Files

Investing in a high quality electronic design can reduce total project costs for
an owner. While the engineer`s fee will likely increase when creating high quality
three dimensional designs, the total project costs can be reduced.

With this

approach, it appears that the work and costs merely shift from contractor to
engineer with no net change. However, if a high quality original design is provided
by the engineer early in the bidding phase, contractors would have better data to
base their estimates on. This can result in a better understanding of the project,
reduced costs, reduced risks, and increased competition.
More important, providing high quality electronic data during the estimating
phase reduces contractor concern relating to the use of GPS technology on the
project. When setting unit prices, contractors will be assured that the engineer is
willing to share electronic data for machine control purposes.
According to contractors, advanced grade control methods "increase safety
and cut schedules by as much as 30%" (Hampton 2006). Furthermore, the writer
has heard of contractors who increased productivity between ten and one hundred
percent as a result of GPS and laser applications. The increased productivity and
safety ultimately result in lower unit prices as other contractors invest in GPS and
laser technology. When high quality design files are provided early in the estimating
phase, contractors do not question whether they are able to use current technology.
As a result, unit prices can be adjusted accordingly.
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Chapter IV: General Conclusion
4.1

Summar,/ of Results
Research was performed to identify information necessary to expedite the

process of becoming an advanced grade control specialist. This information was
incorporated into two one credit advanced grade control classes at Iowa State
University during the spring of 2006. The results were useful in identifying course
topics, outcomes, and objectives. The ensuing classes were considered successful
by class participants.
A discussion of the course development process and lessons learned is
included in Chapter 2. This information is helpful to other institutions considering
advanced grade control classes. In addition, the lessons learned are helpful for
future advanced grade control classes at Iowa State University.

Furthermore,

recommendations are given for incorporating advanced grade control and surveying
into typical undergraduate classes.
Chapter 3 provides a summary of the file conversion process for advanced
grade control. Attributes of various design files are discussed to help employees
better anticipate time requirements for file conversion.

Moreover, Chapter 3 is

helpful to designers because it helps generate a better understanding of machine
control, file conversion, and the benefits of sharing electronic files. A file conversion
example is included in Appendix 8.
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4.2

Suggestions for Additional Research

The following are recommendations for future research:
o

Research should be conducted to develop other advanced grade control
technologies.

In addition, other applications should be considered for

existing technology.
o

Comprehensive studies should be conducted to quantify the benefits of
advanced grade control technology. These studies shou Id assess a I I direct
costs, indirect costs, and benefits of each technology.

o

Future educational research could focus on incorporating three dimensional
design into existing undergraduate and graduate classes.
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Appendix I: Advanced Grade Control Educational Outcomes and
Objectives
Core Educational Objectives:
o Develop an understanding of the relationship between designer and contractor to
increase consideration for electronic file transfer
o Expand ability to identify areas for improvement and future opportunities
o Enhance entrepreneurial mindset and ability to effectively implement new technology
and processes
o Enhance ability to prioritize each technology in regard to internal and external
constraints
o Expand ability to research new technology and evaluate its effectiveness and fit for a
particular company
Core Educational Outcomes:
o Develop domain knowledge and terminology for effective communication with other
contractors, engineers, and equipment providers
o Generate an Understanding of GPS Theory and Accuracy Correction Systems
o Provide familiarity with current technology so participants are better oriented when in
the industry
o Develop Ability to Make Grade Control and Survey Purchase Recommendations
CE 594E Individual Class Educational Objectives:
Class One: January 12th
o Provide an understanding of various grade control systems and their requirements
o Develop ability to identify most suitable areas for application and the ability to make
purchase decisions
th
Class Two: January 19
o Generate an understanding of how technology is being used in the industry
Class Three: January 26th
o Develop better understanding of the relationship between contractors and engineers
o _Provide understanding of time requirements associated with file conversion
Class Four: February 2"d
o Help students identify problem areas and barriers for advancement for designers,
contractors, and GPS technology
o Develop a forward looking mentality

~s
CE 594F Individual Class Educational Objectives:
Class One: February 9th
o Provide a thorough understanding of the file conversion process
Class Two: February 16th
o Provide an understanding of alternate file conversion applications and excavation
quantity takeoff software
Class Three: February 23rd
o Help students anticipate GPS technology problem areas
Class Four: March 4th
o Increase student familiarity with current surveying equipment and provide an
understanding of the relationship between each machine control task
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Appendix II: Advanced Grade Control Syllabi
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Appendix III: Syllabus Verification Questions
COMPANY
DATE
1) What do you think should be added to this course?

2) Was anything overlooked in the syllabus?

3) What could be removed from this course?

4) What is most important for students to learn?

5) What is least important for students to learn?

6) What do you recommend as target outcomes and objectives for these courses?

7) What do you wish you would have known before entering the industry?

8) What are your biggest challenges regarding machine control grading?

9) How much time should be spent discussing the designer's role?

10) What do you look for in entry level employees who want to be involved in machine
control applications?
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Appendix IV: Supplemental Course Evaluations
CE 594E Student Survey

Name:
1) What is your classification?
Other (Check One)

Junior,

Senior,

Graduate,_Industry Participant,

2) What area of the industry are you most interested in?
Construction
Design
Surveying
Owner's Representative
Other
Use the following evaluation system for the questions below:
1 =Strongly Disagree, 2 =Disagree, 3 =Neutral, 4 =Agree, 5 =Strongly Agree
(If you choose 1 or 2 for the following questions, please elaborate.)
3) This class helped develop background knowledge and terminology for effective
communication with other contractors, engineers, and equipment providers?
4) This class helped me generate an understanding of GPS theory and accuracy correction
systems.
5) This class provided familiarity with current technology so that I am better oriented when
in the industry.
6) I developed the ability to make grade control and survey purchase recommendations.
7) I better understand the evolving relationships between owner, designer, surveyor, and
contractor.
8) This class helped me consider the advantages of file sharing.
9) This class expanded my ability to identify areas for improvement within construction,
design, and survey firms.
10) This class enhanced my entrepreneurial mindset and ability to effectively implement new
technology and processes.
11) This class enhanced my ability to prioritize technology in regard to internal and external
constraints.
12) This class expanded my ability to research new technology and evaluate its
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effectiveness and fit for a particular company.
13) The information in this class will be helpful during my career.
14) This class will help me bring more value to my future employers.
15) The presentations were understandable.
16) The subject matter was communicated effectively.
17) The industry speakers were knowledgeable about their subjects.
18) The speakers seemed well-prepared for class.
19) There was a good balance of industry speakers.
20) The session was well-organized.
21) Class time was used effectively.
22) The class topics were suitable.
23) Course topics were dealt with in sufficient depth.
24) Course topics fit together into a cohesive structure.
25) The size of this class is appropriate.
26) The climate of this class is conducive to learning.
27) The instructors treated students fairly.
28) Required readings contributed to my understanding of the course.
29) Length of assigned readings were reasonable.
30) Complexity and length of course assignments were reasonable.
31) Each test covered a reasonable amount of course material.
32) Discussion was encouraged.
33) One real strength of this course is the classroom discussion.
34) I leaxned a lot in this course.
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35) As a result of the instruction I feel more comfortable entering the industry.
36) Any additional information to help clarify your previous answers?

The following questions can be answered in essay format:
37) Was the instruction paced appropriately -- was there enough time to absorb new
concepts?

38) What topics, if any, would you like to add to this class?

39) Are there any topics that shouldn't be included?

40) How have you benefited from taking this class?

41) What did you like most and least about this class?
a) Most:

b) Least:

42) What did you like most and least about incorporating industry participants?
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a) Most:

b) Least:

43) Would you recommend this course to other students in Civil or Construction
Engineering?

44) Would you recommend taking another course taught by industry professionals?

45) Should any of the material from this class be added to undergraduate classes?
If so, what material and what classes?

46) What suggestions can you make for improving this course (for example, selection of
reading materials, organization, specific assignments, syllabus, teaching techniques,
etc.)?

47) Any additional comments/suggestions?
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CE 594F Student Survey

Name:
1) What is your classification?
Other (Check One)

Junior,

Senior,

Graduate,

Industry Participant,

2) What area of the industry are you most interested in?
Construction
Design
Surveying
Owner's Representative
Other
Use the following evaluation system for the questions below:
1 =Strongly Disagree, 2 =Disagree, 3 =Neutral, 4 =Agree, 5 =Strongly Agree
(If you choose 1 or 2 for the following questions, please elaborate.)
3) This class provided knowledge of current technology and its use in the excavation
industry.
4) I have a better understanding of the evolving relationships between owner, designer,
surveyor, and contractor.
5) This class helped me understand the advantages of file sharing.
6) This class helped me consider the advantages of three-dimensional design.
7) This class expanded my ability to identify areas for improvement within construction,
design, and survey firms.
8) This class enhanced my ability to effectively implement new technology and processes.
9) I have a better understanding of the file conversion process.
10) I have a better understanding of excavation quantity takeoff.
11) I am now more able to anticipate machine control problem areas.
12) I increased my familiarity with current surveying equipment.
13) The information in this class will be helpful during my career.
14) This class will help me bring more value to my future employers.
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15) The depth of the presentations was sufficient for an introduction to the hardware and
software.
16) The hands-on portions of the class were beneficial.
17) The industry speakers were knowledgeable about their subjects.
18) The speakers seemed well-prepared for class.
19) The class was well-organized.
20) Class time was used effectively.
21) The class topics were suitable.
22) Course topics fit together into a cohesive structure.
23) The size of this class is appropriate.
24) The climate of this class is conducive to learning.
25) The instructors treated students fairly.
26) Complexity and length of course assignments were reasonable.
27) Discussion was encouraged.
28) I learned a lot in this course.
29) As a result of the instruction I feel more comfortable entering the industry.
30) Any additional information to help clarify your previous answers?

The following questions can be answered in essay format:
31) Was the instruction paced appropriately -- was there enough time to absorb new
concepts?

32) What topics, if any, would you like to add to this class?
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33) Are there any topics that shouldn't be included?

34) How have you benefited from taking this class?

35)What did you like most and least about this class?
a) Most:

b) Least:

36) What did you like most and least about incorporating industry participants?
a) Most:

b) Least:

37) Would you recommend this course to other students in Civil or Construction
Engineering?

38) Would you recommend taking another course taught by industry professionals?
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39) Should any of the material from this class be added to undergraduate classes?
If so, what material and what classes?

40) What suggestions can you make for improving this course (for example, selection of
reading materials, organization, specific assignments, syllabus, teaching techniques,
etc.)?

41) Any additional comments/suggestions?
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Appendix V: Homework Assignments
CE 594E
Homework Assignment #1
Due: January 19, 2006
Problem Statement:
Make surveying and machine control purchase recommendations for the following projects and
companies. Include information on what type equipment you would recommend and the reasons
why the equipment should be used. The make and model of equipment are not necessary.
Answers will typically be a paragraph long. Remember to include any assumptions.
1) ABC Concrete is a small concrete subcontractor who works on house basements. The
contractor only performs the concrete and any subbase placement. What system would
be most suitable for this contractor and why?
2) XYZ Contractor is a small excavation and utility contractor. Most of their work is for
local farmers and the company only has 3 fulltime employees. The work includes
waterways, terraces, minor site grading, septic systems and minor utility installation.
Complete design plans are rarely available for any of these projects.
3) Superstructure Inc. performs large, complicated structural bridge projects. The survey
crew on the project has to purchase a surveying system for the bridge layout. The project
owner has provided several control points for the project.
4) Bedrock Blasting has the blasting contract for a large open-pit strip mining project. This
company would like to outfit their drilling equipment with a machine control system to
reduce survey costs. What type of a machine control system would you recommend?
(Laser, Sonic, GPS, etc.) Why?
5) ISU Contractors is a large heavy-civil general contractor. This company has a 5 mile
tollway project. The contractor is self performing subbase and asphalt placement and
would like recommendations for both processes. Also include the construction
equipment that these tools will be placed on and explain why you chose each
combination
6) 594E Excavating is a large excavation contractor. This contractor only performs large
grading projects. What systems should this contractor consider for its equipment.
7) Surveying Inc. has been subcontracted by a large design firm to survey and create a
topographic map fora 640 acre site development project. What survey equipment or
methods would be best for this application?
7a) What if the project was in a valley surrounded by mountains? What concerns would you
have?
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CE 594E
Technology Research Assignment
Due: February 9, 2006 (5:10 p.m.)
Problem Statement:
Write a report on a current or emerging technology used in construction. The report should
be between 3 and 4 pages long, double spaced, and have an appropriate font. Possible topics
include expanding on the advanced grade systems covered in class, other grade control
systems overlooked in class, or any other emerging technology in construction. The report
should not be a summary of what was learned in CE 594E or any other class. Instead,
students should focus on advancing their knowledge on a topic of interest.
Final papers should be emailed to
other students to read.

.Each paper will be posted onto WebCT for
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Appendix VI: Reading Assignments
CE 594E —Class 1
Reading Assignment
Due: January 19, 2006
Required Reading:
Trimble Tutorial @ http://www.trimble.com/gps
AccuGrade® GPS Grade Control System
Trimble Productivity (Vol 1 Spring 2004)
- "Contractor Fulfills 400 Dreams"
- "Grade Control: As Easy as 1,2,3
Western Builder
Construction News
Midwest Contractor —Pioneering GPS
Embracing New Technology
Midwest Contractor —GPS Technology
Equipment World — Backhoes
Home Builder —McAninch Corp. &GPS
Midwest Contractor —GPS Revs Up Racetrack Work
Equipment Today —Automated Technology Makes the Grade
ENR —Making the Grade
Other Reading Materials:
Terramodel Software for Construction
Trimble Productivity (Vol 1 Spring 2004)
Positioning You for Success
Trimble Site Positioning Systems
GL700 Series
Grade Control Systems
Midwest Contractor —Define Site Prep
Laser-based Grade Display Systems
Midwest Contractor —Construction Laser Basics
Midwest Contractor — GPS: Don't Hit the Jobsite Without It
McAninch GPS — A Passion for Innovation
Equipment Today —Pull Scrapers
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CE 594E —Class 2
Reading Assignment
Due: January 26, 2006
Required Reading:
McAninch —Electronic Design and File Conversion Issues (Receive in Class)
McAninch — GPS Integration in Highway Design and Construction (Provided in Class 1)
McAninch — GPS For Earthmoving Contractors 101 (pages 30-31, 35-40, 45, 62-67)
(Provided in Class 1)
Practical Approach to Release of DOT Electronic Data for GPS Grading (Provided on
WebCT)
Interim Guidelines for Use of Machine Guidance Technology (Provided in Class 1)
Iowa Department of Transportation —Developmental Specifications for Global
Positioning System Machine Control Grading (Receive in Class)
Trimble Productivity — As Far As The Eye Can See (Provided in Class 1)
Optional Reading:
McAninch — GPS For Earthmoving Contractors 101 (Pages not listed above) (Provided in
Class 1)
GPS: A Guide to the Next Utility
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CE 594E —Class 3
Reading Assignment
Due: February 2, 2006
Required Reading:
Professional Surveyor Magazine —Replaced by a Machine?
Professional Surveyor Magazine — A Machine Control Primer for Surveyors
Professional Surveyor Magazine —Where Does the Surveyor Fit In?
GPS: A Guide to the Next Utility (Available at CopyWorks)
ENR —Automatic Grade Control Is Pushing More Than Dirt
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Appendix VII: Lecture and Reading Quizzes
CE 594E
Lecture and Reading Quiz #1
January 19,2006
NAME
Note: All questions relate to the U.S. global positioning system unless otherwise specified.
Lecture Material:
1) Provide 1 reason why advanced grade control systems can be safer than traditional
grading?
2) How many dimensions are monitored in "2D machine control"?
3) What is the altitude for GPS satellites?
4) What does "RTK" stand for?
5) How accurate is RTK GPS machine control? (Exact Dimensions Horizontal &
Vertical)
6) How accurate is RTK GPS surveying? (Exact Dimensions Horizontal &Vertical)
7) How accurate is autonomous GPS positioning (Approximate Horizontal &Vertical)
8) Where should you set up a base station?
9) Machine control eliminates surveying. (True/False)
10) Total stations calculate elevations and positions (X,Y,Z). (True/False)
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11) How many people are required to operate a regular total station?
12) How many people are required to operate a robotic total station?
13) How many people are required to operate a GPS rover?
14) Who designed and operates the global positioning system (satellites, etc.)? (Be
Specific)
15) How many satellites are in the global positioning system? (More than 1 answer will
be considered correct due to recent advances)
16) What type of machine control uses sound to measure distance?
17) How much does it cost to outfit a typical machine with GPS technology?
Reading Material:
Source: AccuGrade® and other publications
18) List 5 advantages of a GPS system such as Trimble's AccuGrade ®or similar GPS
machine control products.

Source: Trimble Productivity - "Contractor Fulfills 400 Dreams"
19) Where is this project located? (Be Specific)
20) What company is performing the project?
21) How long has the company been using Sitevision GPS before this article was
published?
Source: Western Builder
22) Where is River View Construction located?
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23) GPS instruments were installed on what equipment last fall at River View
Construction? (List quantity and type of equipment)
24) In what soil condition does River View experience some problems with GPS grading?
Source: Construction News
25) What does the abbreviation "DTM" stand for?
26) What does Mike Crowell estimate for survey savings when using advanced grade
control systems?
Source: Midwest Contractor —Pioneering GPS
27) According to this article, how many cubic yards of excavation does McAninch
Corporation complete each year?
28) At the time of this article, how much did a complete GPS system with automatics
cost?
Source: Embracing New Technology
29) How many SiteVision units does McAninch have?
30) What does the manager of Information Systems for Caterpillar Electronics, Chuck
Schaidle, compare GPS technology in earthmoving to in the retail industry?
31) How much money has McAninch Corporation spent on GPS technology?
Source: Midwest Contractor — GPS Revs Up Racetrack Work
32) What common technology is the contractor using on this project to communicate plan
updates and changes from the office to the field?
Source: Equipment Today —Automated Technology Makes the Grade
33) When did KW Emerson make their first purchase of GPS grade control systems?
34) In "Topcon 3D GPS+", what does "GPS+" stand for?
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Source: ENR —Making the Grade
35) What percentage of projects does MNDOT's computer engineering team want to be
required for machine control in 2 years?
36) What is the abbreviation for Caterpillar's first GPS controller?
Source: Trimble Tutorial (http:l/www.trimble.com/gps)
37) How much did the global positioning system cost (satellites, etc.)?
38) What company manufactured the satellites?
39) Why doesn't satellite TV use pseudo random code?
40) Satellites keep track of time using

clocks?

41) How does the 4th satellite help the GPS receiver unit?
42) How does the GPS receiver know where each satellite is located?
43) Who monitors the GPS satellite's altitude, position, and speed? (Be Specific)
44) The error caused by GPS signals that bounce off local obstructions before they reach
the receiver is called
error?
45) List and provide a short description of 3non-construction uses of GPS?
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CE 594E
Lecture and Reading Quiz #2
January 26, 2006
NAME
Lecture Material:
1) Where are the GPS antennas located on a GPS equipped excavator?
2) Where are breaklines typically located when surveying or creating a machine control
file?
3) Describe one situation where you would not recommend GPS machine control for
excavation.

4) Where should calibration points be located (in relation to the site)?
5) What is the minimum recommended number of calibration points?
6) How often should GPS controlled machinery be checked against calibration points?
7) Radio waves used for GPS machine control travel best in what two directions?
8) What does "TIN" stand for?
Reading Material:
Source: McAninch — GPS Integration in Highway Design and Construction
9) Distortions caused by radio propagation in the ionosphere and moisture in the
atmosphere are called
error?

10) What state DOT was used as an example for electronic file transfer in this article?
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Source: Practical Approach to Release of DOT Electronic Data for GPS Grading (On
WebCT)
11) Legally, what governs; DOT provided electronic design data or paper plans?
12) Does this paper recommend the DOT provide machine ready digital terrain models?
Source: Interim Guidelines for use of Machine Guidance Technology
13) In this paper, what does "DDM" stand for?
Source: McAninch —Electronic Design and File Conversion Issues
14) List two reasons some DOTs do not share electronic files?

15) What does "hal" and "val" stand for?
16) Are sitework or highway designs more complex?
17) Was Terramodel created specifically for GPS applications?
Source: Iowa Department of Transportation —Developmental Specifications for Global
Positioning System Machine Control Grading
18) What are 3 of the contractor's responsibilities according to these specifications?
Source: McAninch —GPS For Earthmoving Contractors 101
19) Can GPS be used to track velocity?
20) List one concern mentioned for the future of GPS.
Source: Trimble Productivity — "As Far As The Eye Can See"
21) What company is grading the site?
22) This company is based in what state?
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23) When will the project be completed?
24) How many acres are left to grade at the time of publication?
25) How many cubic yards of dirt are moved each day?
26) Of the above total, how many cubic yards are typically moved at night?

ioz

CE 594E
Lecture and Reading Quiz #3
February 2, 2006
NAME
Lecture Material:
1) How could you use GPS survey equipment during the preliminary design process?

2) What file is not required for machine control using a Trimble or Cat systems.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Surface or Design File
Background File
Existing Topography File
Configuration File

3) What ale controls the dozer's blade elevation?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Surface or Design File
Background File
Existing Topography File
Configuration File

4) What ale is shown on the equipment operator's screen?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Surface or Design File
Background File
Existing Topography File
Configuration File

5) Which file is typically a TIN ale?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Surface or Design File
Background File
Existing Topography File
Configuration File

6) What is the Iowa Cooperative CORS system?
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Reading Material:
Source: GPS: A Guide to the Next Utility
7) The distance from a satellite is determined by measuring how long a
takes to reach the GPS unit.

signal

8) How many satellites are required to cancel out receiver clock errors?
9) The wider the

between satellites, the better the accuracy.

10) What type of receiver is best suited for surveying purposes?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Continuous
Sequencing
Single Channel
Two-Channel

Source: Professional Surveyor Magazine — A Machine Control Primer for Surveyors
11) In a program such as Topcon's Office 3D, the computer operator can use a machine
simulator to view the site. List 1 reason why this function is useful.

Source: Professional Surveyor Magazine —Where Does the Surveyor Fit In?
12) What is the best machine control package if you are working under a bridge or in a
tunnel?
A.
B.
C.
D.

RTK GPS
RTK GPS w/ Laser Augmentation
Automatic Total Station
PPM DTM

13) What is the maximum radius that an automatic total station machine control system
can cover?
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CE 594E
Lecture and Reading Quiz #4
February 9, 2006
NAME
Lecture Material•
1) How has the integration of GPS machine control made the estimating of survey costs
more difficult and demanding for Dan Sheldon of Snyder and Associates?
2) What is name of the civilian satellite system developed by the European Union?
3) What satellite systems will be supported in the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS)?
4) On what kind of project will PCI self-perform machine control file conversion?
5) Explain one change that you anticipate within the construction industry as GPS is
further incorporated?
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CE 594F
Quiz #1
March 2, 2006
NAME
1) Name two possible problem areas to consider when troubleshooting GPS machine control
systems.

2) Explain what causes a high "PDOP" signal.

3) Name two machine control components that often go bad.
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Appendix VIII: File Conversion Example
A.8.1 File Conversion Introduction
Since some readers do not have an extensive background in machine control
or file conversion, further discussion is desired. To provide a better understanding
of the file conversion process, machine control files will be discussed and the reader
will be lead through an example project.
Machine control technology is rapidly evolving, so readers should be aware
that the example was completed in the fall of 2005.

Important tasks will be

explained, but the exact process will not be covered in detail since the writer
anticipates future software changes and improvements.
Although other manufacturers exist, Trimble and AGTEK products will be
included in this example because of the writer's background. Trimble products
require three files for machine control. These files are a background file (.svl), a
calibration file (.cfg), and a three dimensional surface file (.svd).
Background File (.svl):
The background file (.svl) provides the linework shown on the operator's
display. Any type of lines can be displayed. Routinely illustrated linework often
includes centerline, curb, gutter, utilities, contours, lot lines, avoidance zones, and
site perimeter. A background file can be created in a variety of CAD programs and
involves turning on and off design layers. After turning on all desired layers, the file
can be imported into Trimble Sitevision Office.

ion

Calibration File (.cfq):
The calibration file (.cfg) is used to tie local project coordinates to the GPS
coordinate system. This file is created by having a surveyor set several benchmarks
around the perimeter of the site. Then benchmarks are occupied by a handheld
GPS rover and the rover file is imported into Sitevision Office.
Surface File (.svd):
The surface file (.svd.) is a three dimensional representation of the design
surface. The elevation of a machine's cutting edge is compared to the surface file
(.svd) at any location on a project. The difference between the machine's cutting
edge and the surface file (.svd) is displayed as a cut or fill value on the operator's
display. When the machine is in automatic mode, the cutting edge will automatically
raise or lower to match the surface file (.svd).
A three dimensional surface file (.svd) can be created with most three
dimensional software and is often compared to an existing grade model when
performing quantity takeoff. While a surface file does not have to be perfect for
quantity takeoff, it should be free from defects for machine control.

Because

building the surface model is often the most difficult and time consuming task in
machine control file conversion, common steps in its creation will be explained in
greater detail. AGTEK Earthwork 3D will be used to explain the typical process on a
small residential subdivision in Iowa.

cos
A.8.2 File Conversion Process and Related Discussion
In this example, the contractor received an AutoCAD file from the engineer.
The CAD file was used as a starting point to create a machine control file. Paper
plans are traditionally the legal record for the project, so the plan set should be
compared to the CAD file to identify any discrepancies. If the CAD document
matches paper plans, it can be used for the machine control file. In other cases,
parts of the CAD file must be altered to match the paper plans or, in the worst case,
no CAD file is provided at all. If no CAD file is provided, the entire machine control
file has to be generated from two dimensional paper plans which can be a tedious
and time consuming process.

Furthermore, the extra manipulation involved in

creating a machine control file from paper plans creates greater opportunity for
human error. Almost any electronic file the designer can provide is better than
creating a machine control file from scratch.
If no electronic design file is provided by the designer, several methods exist
to create a machine control file. These include inputting all contours with a digitizer,
scanning the two dimensional plans and manually adding elevations to each contour
line, or inputting and connecting each of the cross sections on the project. The
suitability of these methods varies depending on the project and plan characteristics.
Unfortunately, each method often induces error i n the file. Unless "x", '~y", and "z"
coordinates are specified, it is difficuIt to match exact locations with the originaI
design .

If the designer provides a two d i mensiona I CAD file, the '~x" and "y"

coordinates often exactly match the paper plans. By looking at the paper plans, an
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elevation can be added to each line or contour. Better yet, a three dimensional CAD
file would save this step and a complete CAD file with proper break lines or a
triangular irregular network (TIN) file would simplify the file conversion process and
illustrate design intent better than two dimensional paper plans.
The first step in creating the surface model is importing the CAD file into a
three dimensional modeling program, AGTEK Earthwork 3D in this case. The import
screen shown in Figure 1 displays the CAD file and allows the user to select
appropriate layers and send them to proposed and existing layers within Earthwork
3D. For example, existing contours would be sent to the existing layer as shown in
Figure 2, while design contours (Figure 3), centerlines (Figure 4), edge of roadway
(Figure 4), building pads, etc. would be sent to the proposed layer.
Figure 1: Earthwork 3D Import Screen
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Next, contour and spot elevation layers are exported to their corresponding
layer, existing or proposed.

This is helpful in the future when changing two

dimensional lines to three dimensions and to verify imported elevations from a three
dimensional design. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.
Although any remaining unnecessary items can be deleted from the import
page, it is a good practice to retain them. On large projects with dozens of layers,
the user may desire to add overlooked layers later in the conversion process.
Several steps can be saved if the perceived "unnecessary" layers remain on the
import page as shown in Figure 6. The resulting existing and proposed layers are
illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively.
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Figure 5: Transfer Contour and Spot Elevations
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Both of these views look good to the untrained eye, but after further
inspection several areas are identified for improvement. The first problems noticed
are various missing contour lines in both the existing and proposed layers. Contour
lines are missing where the elevation text was input and complete sections of the
contours are missing in other areas. The elevation text was input by the designer
while generating the two dimensional paper plan set and is a simple fix. Gaps left
by two dimensional text usually do not have a large effect on the three dimensional
surface model. However, depending on adjacent features, the missing data can
cause irregularities such as rough spots with rapid changes in elevation. Therefore,
it is a best practice to fix all such discrepancies as illustrated in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Connecting Contour Lines at Text Gap
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Areas with missing contour line sections typically result from three different
problems. First, the user may not have transferred the contour from the input
screen because it was overlooked or because part of the contour line was in another
design layer. If the contour is in another design layer, it can be transferred from the
input screen to the proposed layer.
The second possibility is the section was not input in the CAD file. In this
case the CAD file should be double checked and the paper plans should be verified.
If the contour lines are found in the paper plans, but not the CAD file, they can be
input using a digitizing board or manually drawn in to represent the paper plans.
Third, the section may be missing from both the CAD file and paper plans. In
this situation the proposed contours can be compared to the existing contours.
Perhaps the proposed grade matches the existing grade in these sections. If this is
not the case, the lines can be manually drawn according to the file conversion
specialist's best judgment as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. However, if a large
area is in question it is best to contact the design engineer. It is also very important
to connect the correct contour lines. For example, make sure a contour with an
elevation of 843 is connected to another contour with an 843 elevation, not 844.
Often, updated plans and CAD files address these problems, but require
modifying the surface file or building a new surface model. Although it is frustrating
updating files each time a design modification is made, the benefits of machine
control far outweigh time spent addressing these issues. As the process becomes
more streamIined, conversion costs are reduced.
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Figure 10: Manually Connecting Missing Contour Lines
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Sometimes the sitework design was completed in two dimensions so the
imported contours only have "x" and "y" coordinates.

In this case, the entire

contour line must be connected, highlighted, and have an elevation input. This can
be frustrating if lines are segmented and their points are not touching. If the points
were touching, a "join" or "bridge gap distance" command could be performed to
connect all contours. When contours with a similar elevation are connected, the
elevation can be adjusted for the entire contour line rather than each line segment.
This process increases the speed elevations are input. Another best practice is to
review the work in a three dimensional view to assure elevations do not vary along
the contour line.
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Next,
annotation

spots

and

unnecessary

Iinework

are

Figure 12: Unnecessary Annotation

deleted from the existing and
proposed

views.

This

information may be part of
previously imported layers
from the original CAD file. In Figure 12, annotation text is removed. Although this
annotation was helpful when converting two dimensional contour lines into three
dimensions, it is no longer necessary. It is important to compare the annotation
elevation to corresponding design contours. The contour line elevation should be
the same as the numerical annotation value.
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A three dimensional model of the proposed design surface is shown in Figure
13. The flagpole on the left side of Figure 13 depicts the point that was last
selected in the two dimensional view while the vehicle helps the operator maneuver
through the three dimensional view using keyboard arrows.
Figure 13 illustrates common spaces between contour lines as well as areas
missing entire contour line segments. Some of the missing contour lines do not
have a large effect on the surface elevations and file quality, but in other cases they
induce roughness and rapid changes in elevation. The discrepancies can affect
design intent and result in areas with poor drainage. The importance of using
breaklines is illustrated on the bottom left side of the model. The ditch shown on
the bottom of the screen should have breaklines added to create a smooth surface
where water can flow and not pond up.
Figure 14 shows a ditch where breaklines wouId be beneficiaI. In addition, a
questionable line segment is highlighted. If left alone, the bottom left portion of the
highlighted segment would create an area with improper drainage. Basically, it
would have an elevation of 834 feet and would be perfectly flat rather than having a
slope.
Figure 15 shows the original three dimensional view and Figure 16 shows the
three dimensional view with the questionable line segment removed. At this point
the ditches do not have smooth transitions. Breaklines should be added to improve
the transitions on the surface model. Figure 17 illustrates simple linear breaklines
being added at the ditch edges and Figure 18 highlights each of the recommended
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Figure 13: 3D Proposed Design Surface View
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Figure 17: Adding a Breakline
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breaklines, while Figure 19 shows the final three dimensional surface for this
particular ditch region. The final three dimensional surface is smoother and ensures
proper drainage. Modifications associated with surface file creation are repeated
countless times across a typical site development project.
Fi ~ ure 19: 3D View with Su ~ Bested Breaklines
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In essence, the entire site should be examined in three dimensions to identify
and correct problem areas. Areas to concentrate on are roadways, building pads,
and drainage ditches. Figure 20 shows another hill and ditch that benefit from
breaklines. The result after breaklines are added is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 20: Original Hill and Draina ~ e Ditch
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A three dimensional surface model can be built to finish grade or subgrade.
Finish grade is typically the top of paving in roadways, concrete in building pads,
and topsoil in landscaped areas. In a finish grade model, the operator has to enter
a negative verticaI offset to achieve subgrade. In contrast, a subgrade model wouId
indicate the top of mass excavation and is under the topsoil, aggregate, and paving
layers. In a subgrade model the operator wouId have to enter a positive vertica
offset to achieve finish grade.
Designing the surface model to finish grade or subgrade varies from company
to company and is dependent on scope of work. For example, a company that only
completes mass excavation would be better suited to a subgrade surface model,
whereas another company that self-performs all aspects of the project might find
more value in a finish grade surface model. The finish grade surface model could
then be used by in-house survey crews for other project tasks.

To minimize

confusion in the field, the writer recommends designing all company files to either
subgrade or finish grade.
The surface file will be designed to finish grade in this example.

"Stripping

areas" and "respread areas" will then be input for estimating purposes. Stripping
areas account for topsoil that is stockpiled prior to mass excavation and respread
areas account for topsoil, subbase, and paving thicknesses. This allows the stripped
surface to be compared to the proposed subgrade surface to calculate mass
excavation quantities. Stripping and respread quantities are then calculated and
output on the quantity takeoff summary sheets.
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The next step is entering roadways throughout the site. Figure 22 shows the
imported contours and Figure 23 illustrates the resulting three dimensional view
along a simple roadway. In Figure 22, the centerline and back of curb are brown
which represents an annotation line in AGTEK Earthwork 3D. An annotation line has
"x" and "y" coordinates, but no "z" coordinate.

Although the road location is

apparent, adding three dimensional back of curb, top of gutter, and roadway
centerlines creates a more accurate roadway model. The cross section in Figure 24
shows back of curb and top of gutter locations.
There are two different methods to create the roadway in this situation. The
first method involves entering breaklines over the annotation line while snapping to
each intersecting contour line.

By snapping to the contour lines, the breakline

elevation will match the contour line elevation at each intersecting point and the
breakline elevation will be approximated as a linear slope between intersectin9
points. However, actual road elevation is dependent on a series of vertical curves
that ensure smooth transitions between each slope.

By using breaklines, the

vertical curves are neglected.
A more accurate method involves inserting horizontal and vertical alignments
and extruding a roadway template along their length. This method is more time
consuming and requires additional roadway plan, profile, and cross-section
drawings.

This method is recommended for road construction and large site

development projects with more complicated roads. The breakline method is usually
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Fi ~ ure 22: Imported Roadway Annotation and Contour Lines
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accurate enough for simple roadways on site development projects and is discussed
in the following paragraphs.
The first step in creating a roadway using breaklines is consulting the design
drawings to determine whether the annotation lines are at the back of curb or top of
gutter. In this example, the roadway annotation lines are at the back of curb and
can be double checked by comparing the contour lines to the annotation lines or by
comparing the distance between annotation lines to the roadway cross sections.
However, contour and annotation lines sometimes do not match up since the
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roadway's horizontal and vertical alignments are often altered during the design
process.
The three dimensional back of curb line is input by clicking along the
annotation line and snapping to intersecting contour lines. In Figure 25 the contour
line is not properly aligned with the back of curb annotation line. Therefore, the
contour elevation (851.00) is manually entered when snapping to the annotation line
near the contour. Also, the top-right section of Figure 25 shows where the contour
line meets up with the top of gutter. Since we are drawing the back of curb line, an
elevation of 851.50 can be input for the back of curb at that point. This reflects the
six inch height of a typical curb.
Figure 25: Inserting Back of Curb line
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While completing this process, the file conversion specialist should have the
two dimensional drainage plans available to verify proper drainage to each gutter or
drainage inlet. For example, the contour lines may indicate an elevation of 850.00
feet at the top of gutter on both sides of an inlet with an elevation of 849.60 feet.
In this example, snapping to each contour line would result in a flat section of
roadway with the top of gutter at 850.00 feet rather than a top of gutter that slopes
from 850.00 feet to 849.60 feet then back to 850.00 feet. To fix this problem,
849.60 feet is manuaIly entered at the inlet when drawing the top of gutter Iine or
851.10 feet is entered for the back of curb line since it is six inches higher than the
top of gutter.
As mentioned earlier, this method is typically adequate for simple site
development projects and subgrade on most projects. However, for items such as
placing subbase and paving, more accurate methods should be used. One possible
method is inputting horizontaI and verticaI aIignments; then extruding a roadway
template along the alignment. This method is more time consuming and is usually
not necessary for quantity takeoff, but should be considered for a machine control
file.
Now that the back of curb is completed, the top of gutter line can be offset
from it. The top of gutter will be offset six inches inward and six inches down from
the back of curb line as illustrated in Figure 26. Resulting top of gutter lines should
correspond to the contour lines as shown in Figure 27.
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As illustrated in Figure 28, the design contours are included between back of
curb and top of gutter lines. These design contours can cause the GPS controlled
machinery elevations to vary and bounce around a little. This problem is eliminated
by trimming or breaking contour lines at the top of curb and back of gutter; then the
contour line segments between top of curb and back of gutter are deleted. The
results are shown in Figure 29.
This process is completed for all curbs. Breaklines are added at the roadway
centerline, ditches, and top of slopes as shown in Figure 30. In addition, breaklines
should be added throughout the site in areas with distinct changes in slope.
- Roadway with Back of Curb and Top of Gutter
,~ Figure 28:
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ure 29: Roadway with Contour dine Se ~ ment Removed
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Finally, design perimeters are input.

Design perimeters can serve two

purposes. First, the design perimeter can be used as an avoidance zone to keep
operators from leaving the jobsite or damaging areas that are supposed to be left
undisturbed. The second function applies to quantity takeoff. In some cases, the
software will interpret design elevations between contour lines in areas that are
supposed to be left undisturbed. As a result, cut and fill values may be interpreted
in these areas.
The design perimeter is added by selecting the perimeter layer and clicking
around the design contours.

The perimeter show Id be located where design

contours connect to existing contours.

Figure 31 shows the resulting three

dimensional cut and fill values where the perimeter is properly added. Areas with a
cut value have red shading while areas with a fill value have blue. Sometimes

the

input perimeter creates rough areas that can be fixed by adjusting the perimeter
location so design contours better blend with existing grade contours.

Also, if

perimeters are not off by much, they can be manually fixed in the field by the
machine operator. ®ne method of fixing the bad spots in the field is turning off the
grade control and manually blending the transition.
Figure 32 shows an approximation between design contours where
excavation is not supposed to be completed. This incorrectly results in a fill value of
5.3 feet at the location of the jeep which corresponds to an existing ditch. This will
have a large affect on the quantity takeoff and indicates that materiaI shouId be
moved in an area that is not supposed to be disturbed. The plan view in Figure 33
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Figure 31' 3D Cut/Fill Man with Annronriate Perimeters
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Figure 33: Inner Perimeter ..L®cati®n in Plan !/iew
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shows the location of the problem area. The solution to this problem is creating a
second perimeter inside the design perimeter. The inner perimeter creates a "hole"
where no work is to be completed. Figure 34 shows the resulting three dimensional
cut/fill model and another problem area is illustrated in Figure 35.
Figure 35 shows a vertical fill section that was supposed to slope to existing
grade. This area was fixed by redrawing the perimeter a few times until a smooth
transition was created between design and existing contours.
Sometimes it is beneficial to draw the perimeter while viewing proposed and
existing contours at the same time. As previously mentioned, it is quite helpful to
inspect the site in the three dimensional mode to identify other problem areas.
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Figure 34: 3D Cut/ Fill Map with Appropriate Perimeters
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Next, stripping areas are added where topsoil must be stripped. This is
useful in identifying topsoil quantities which are separated from mass excavation
quantities during the estimating phase.

Since the model represents a new

development, the entire excavation area must be stripped and a six inch topsoil
thickness was estimated in this case. The stripping area was input by changing the
layer to "stripping areas" and snapping around the previously input design
perimeter.

In addition, a second stripping area was put on the inner design

perimeter "hole" with no depth. This indicated that no material should be stripped
in the undisturbed center portion of the site. Figure 36 shows a stripping area depth
being modified after the stripping area was entered.
Figure 36: Adding a Stripping Area
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Finally, report regions are added similar to the stripping regions. Separate
report regions should be entered at each area where topsoil is to be replaced and at
roadways, building pads, or parking lots. The report region thickness is the sum of
paving thickness and subbase or desired depth of topsoil.
As mentioned previously, some contractors subtract the report regions to
achieve subgrade on the machine control surface file. Other contractors make the
surface file to finish grade and the operator must manually enter negative vertical
offsets in each region of the project to achieve subgrade.

Contractors should

evaluate which met0lod is best in their situation. Figure 37 shows the dialog box
that is used to specify which report region is being entered. In addition to the
report region's sectional depth, a fill factor can be input to account for subgrade
Figure 37: Adding a Report Region
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material shrinkage in the fill areas.

This fill factor should be adjusted for soil

conditions to achieve an accurate quantity takeoff.
After verifying and fixing any discrepancies or problem areas, the surface file
can be imported into Trimble Sitevision Office and exported to necessary machinery.
Another best practice is exporting the newly created surface file to other software to
check the accuracy of file conversion and identify areas with poor drainage. In the
writer's experience these processes were typically completed in Trimble Terramodel.
Areas with poor drainage can be identified if any flat triangles appear when
looking at the triangular irregular network (TIN). After fixing flat triangles, a new
digital terrain model (DTM) can be generated from the surface file TIN. The new
DTM is basically another set of proposed contour lines. The engineer's proposed
contour lines can be overlaid by the new DTM. If the file conversion process was
performed correctly, DTM contour lines should match up with proposed contour
lines. This method is helpful in identifying areas where the file conversion specialist
may have misinterpreted design intent.
To complete the excavation quantity takeoff in Earthwork 3D, the three
dimensional view should be entered with the subgrade layer compared to the
stripped layer as shown in Figure 38. In essence, Figure 38 shows the cuts in red
and fills in blue by comparing the proposed subgrade elevation to the existing
elevation after topsoil is stripped. This allows mass excavation quantities to be
separated from topsoil stripping, topsoil respreading, subbase, and pavement.
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Figure 38: 3D Mode with Subgrade Com ared to Stripped Fayer
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Topsoil is frequently stripped and stockpiled; then respread at the end of the
project.

This requires material to be handled twice which increases the unit cost.

In contrast, mass excavation is typically handled only one time as it is transferred
from cut regions to fill regions. In addition, equipment and excavation methods
often vary for topsoil and mass excavation operations.
When in the three dimensional view, the area and volume buttons are
pressed and the software calculates material quantities. The software calculates
volumes by going through a series of average end area calculations with crosssections very close to each other to determine material quantities.
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A cross section of the project is shown at the bottom of the screen while
material quantities are being calculated. This is illustrated in Figure 39. Watching
the cross section screen is another method to identify areas with obvious flaws
when performing a quick quantity takeoff. For example, sometimes points or line
segments with an incorrect "z" value are imported from the original CAD file. These
areas show up as large spikes in the cross-sections during volume calculations.
Figure 39: 3D Mode During Volume Calculation
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After the volume calculation is complete, a quantity takeoff summary report
can be displayed as shown in Figure 40. In this case, 21,502 bank cubic yards of
soil have to be exported offsite.

quantities would balance.

If the site were raised 0.5 feet, cut and fill
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Figure 40: Quantity Takeoff Summary
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Furthermore, cut/fill maps can be generated for foremen and superintendents
in the field.

Also, the cut/fill maps can be used by project management and

estimators in the office to identify haul routes and help determine equipment
requirements. An example cut/fill map is found in Figure 41.
A.8.3 File Conversion Conclusion
Many of the processes involved in machine control file conversion become
fairly straightforward after they are completed several times.

However, each

process may be completed hundreds of times on a typical surface model adding up
to several hours or days of computer time. The example discussed in this article
would require two to five hours of computer time to create a high quality surface
model for machine controlled grading.
The original CAD file for this project was in three dimensions, had accurate
roadway centerlines, back of curb lines, and matched up with the two dimensional
paper plans. Furthermore, the contour lines corresponded to roadway sections fairly
well. If there were problems in any of the previously mentioned areas, more time
wouId be required.
The writer considers this example fairly typical for converting an engineer's
three dimensional electronic design file into a surface model. The engineer's file
would have been better if it included three dimensional roadway back of curb, top of
gutter, and centerlines as well as other applicable breaklines throughout the project.

Regardless, by sharing the electronic design file, the engineer made file conversion
less complicated than creating a machine control file from two dimensional paper
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plans. In essence, the more electronic information an engineer can share with the
contractor the better.
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